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The International Labour 
Organization and the  
Quest for Social Justice, 
1919–2009
Gerry Rodgers, Eddy Lee, Lee Swepston  
and Jasmien van Daele

this book tells the story of the international 
labour organization, founded in 1919 in 
the belief that universal and lasting peace 
goes hand in hand with social justice. since 
then the ilo has contributed to the pro-
tection of the vulnerable, the fight against  
unemployment, the promotion of human 
rights, the development of democratic insti-
tutions and the improvement of the working 
lives of women and men everywhere. in its 
history the ilo has sometimes thrived, some-
times suffered setbacks, but always survived 
to pursue its goals through the political and 
economic upheavals of the last 90 years. 

the authors have between them many years 
of experience of working in and studying the 
ilo. they explore some of the main ideas 
that the ilo has developed and championed, 
and tell how they were applied, and to what 
effect, at different times and in different 
parts of the world. there are chapters on 
rights at work, the quality of employment, 
income protection, employment and poverty 
reduction, a fair globalization and today’s 
overriding goal of decent work for all. the 
book ends with reflections on the challenges 
ahead in a world where the present economic 
crisis underlines the urgency of global action 
for social justice.

hardback edition available in north america, 
co-published by ilr press.

2009 xvi+272 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121955-2

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£35

€35

Also available in French and Spanish

Edward Phelan and the ILO
the life and views of an international social 
actor 

this book is a remarkable portrait of edward 
J. phelan (1888–1967), a man who dedi-
cated his life to social justice and whose 
views and actions guided the work of the 
ilo for decades. one of a small group of 
people who mapped out the design of the 
ilo in the treaty of Versailles in 1919 and 
one of the principal authors of the ilo con-
stitution, phelan became the ilo’s fourth 
director-general in 1941 until his retirement 
in 1948. 

phelan’s personal memoirs, long unpub-
lished, are brought together in one volume 
along with a biographical essay by labour 
historian emmet o’connor, texts by brian 
cowen td, seán lemass td and former 
ilo director-general wilfred Jenks, and a 
selection of phelan’s lesser-known writings 
on the ilo’s later development, offering a 
unique perspective on key episodes in the 
history of the ilo.

2009 xii+326 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121983-5

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£35

€35

“Working for social justice”

is more than just the theme  
of our 90th anniversary.

It is our assessment of the 
past and our mandate for  
the future.

Juan somavia, ilo director-general

as the ILO celebrates its 90th 
anniversary, the ILO Century 
project is publishing the first  
in a series of titles looking forward 
to the centenary year in 2019.

t H e  I L O  at  9 0

NEW ! NEW !

to place 
your order locally, 
see pages 36–39



Labour Law and Worker 
Protection in Developing 
Countries
Edited by Tzehainesh Teklè

this important new study shifts the focus of 
scholarly and policy debates around the role 
of labour law in an era of globalization away 
from the countries and labour law systems 
of the north to those of the global south. 
placing its analysis within the context of the 
current scholarly debates on the challenges 
and future of labour law, the book critically 
reviews the relevant literature and reflects 
upon the way workers’ protection tends to be 
conceptualized as well as on the adequacy of 
the legal categories and tools used to further 
it, with special attention given to the effec-
tiveness of labour legislation to promoting 
gender equality. 

the book argues that there is a mismatch 
between the realities of the developing world 
and the social, economic and political under-
pinnings of labour law, which dates back 
to its development in post-colonial african 
and south asian countries and, to a lesser 
extent, in latin american ones. this dif-
ference persists, while new manifestations 
have appeared due to globalization, resulting 
in a significant number of workers falling 
outside the scope of labour law and needing 
protection. against this background, the book 
reflects on and explores regulatory and policy 
responses at different governance levels to 
enhance the scope and application of labour 
regulation in latin america, south asia and 
southern africa.

co-published with hart publishing.

October 2009 320 pp.

ISbN 978-92-9014-894-4

paperback: price sw.frs.60

us$55

uk£35

€40

Blunting Neo-Liberalism
tripartism and economic reforms in the 
developing world

Edited by Lydia Fraile

Blunting Neo-Liberalism is, to our knowl-
edge, the first book to examine the impact 
of tripartism across the developing world. 
tripartism refers to the consultation and 
negotiation of public policies between gov-
ernment, business and labour. whereas this 
mode of policy-making has commanded much 
scholarly attention in advanced industrial 
countries, the literature on tripartism is 
scarce in the rest of the world and largely 
limited to descriptive accounts of institutions 
in particular countries or regions. the present 
volume covers eight case studies from africa, 
asia, eastern europe and latin america. it 
focuses on the 1990s and early 2000s, 
a time of economic liberalization. did tri-
partism alter the path of neo-liberal economic 
reforms? did it make reforms more socially 
equitable and/or politically sustainable? did 
it increase the maneuvering room for national 
policy-makers vis-à-vis international actors? 
these are the questions addressed by the 
case studies, which provide rich first-hand 
empirical material.

this book is essential reading for all inter-
ested in political science, industrial relations, 
globalization, political economy and labour 
in developing countries.

co-published with palgrave macmillan.

November 2009 240 pp.

ISbN 978-92-9014-896-8

Hardback: price sw.frs.110

us$100

uk£65

€75

Forced Labor
Coercion and exploitation in the private 
economy

Edited by Beate Andrees and Patrick Belser

“Excellent.… This state-of-the-art volume 
provides a first-rate analysis of the dynamics 
leading to the occurrence of forced labour, 
its global distribution, and different types of 
policy responses.”

–Jens lerche, soas, university of london

two centuries after the abolition of the trans-
atlantic slave trade, at least 12.3 million 
people continue to be subjected to modern 
forms of forced labour characterized by 
coercion and exploitation. the original field 
research presented in this volume shows 
that the victims include not only indigenous 
workers in andean countries or people of slave 
descent in niger, but also migrant workers 
trafficked into europe and the u.s. and vul-
nerable members of the labour force in brazil 
or pakistan. the book highlights some of 
the measures that can be taken to combat 
these unacceptable practices. the authors 
argue in favour of a labour market approach, 
which includes the regulation and monitoring 
of labour intermediaries, the strengthening 
of labour inspection systems, as well as a 
stronger involvement of trade unions and 
employment tribunals.

co-published with lynne rienner publishers.

august 2009 xvi+230 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120164-9

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$22.50

uk£17

 €17
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NEW ! NEW !

The pound sterling (UK£) rates apply in the UK, the dollar (US$) 
rates in the USA and the euro (€) rates in the EU only. 
In all other countries the Swiss franc (Sw.frs.) rates or the equivalent 
in convertible currencies are applicable

NEW !



Fighting Forced Labour: 
The Example of Brazil
Patricía Trindade Maranhão Costa

brazil has been successfully fighting forced 
labour since 1995, when a new inter-minis-
terial body was created to coordinate action 
against it. government agencies, employers’ 
and workers’ organizations, civil society and 
others have participated in the struggle. the 
creative measures taken, which include pub-
lishing a “dirty list” of offenders, reflect the 
need for extraordinary steps to deal with a 
human rights problem difficult to identify and 
to punish through effective law enforcement, 
especially in remote areas. brazil has also 
developed a highly effective media campaign 
to raise mass awareness of the problems 
caused by forced labour in the country today, 
and to mobilize public opinion against it. the 
book shows how brazil is leading the way 
for the rest of latin america, where similar 
patterns of forced labour can be found.

2009 xviii+122 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122292-7

paperback: price sw.frs.25

 us$23

 uk£15

 €17

The Financial and Economic 
Crisis: A Decent Work 
Response
the banking crisis of 2008 has brought about 
the worst global economic catastrophe since 
the great depression. the real economy is at 
risk and job prospects continue to diminish. 
this timely study reviews worldwide responses 
to the crisis and contributes to the ongoing 
debate on restoring stability. the study pin-
points global imbalances, decent work deficits 
and inequalities as significant contributors 
to the crisis and discusses the need for a 
global jobs pact in order to support recovery. 
with a focus on promoting employment and 
social protection, and international commit-
ment to a strong, clean and fair economy, 
the recovery stimulus pact would pave the 
way for sustainable growth and development. 
written in preparation for the discussions at 
the international labour conference in June 
2009, the objective of this book is to provide 
timely evidence-based policy analysis on how 
to best mitigate the effects of the crisis on 
enterprises and workers.

2009 xx+80 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-9014-900-2

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$25

uk£15

€16

International and 
Comparative Labour Law
Current challenges

Arturo Bronstein

written by a leading expert in labour law, this 
invaluable study provides a comprehensive 
analysis of the challenges facing labour law 
in the twenty-first century across the globe. 
it focuses in particular on labour law and 
international trade, the employment rela-
tionship and the fundamental rights of the 
person in the employer/employee relation-
ship, work in the informal economy and 
outsourced work, as well as discussing the 
most noteworthy changes in labour law at 
the regional level.

the international nature of global supply 
chains means that nationally defined labour 
laws are increasingly unable to provide effec-
tive protection against inhumane working 
conditions. the author offers different 
approaches to improving the effectiveness 
of labour law in the globalized era, including 
ratification of ilo conventions, the harmo-
nization of labour legislation in areas with 
an important trade market, the inclusion of 
social clauses in international trade agree-
ments, and the application of corporate social 
codes across supply chains. 

co-published with palgrave macmillan.

2009   320 pp. 

ISbN 978-92-2-121202-7

paperback: price sw.frs.80

us$80

uk£40

€50
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NEW ! NEW ! NEW !

Discount for developing countries
Customers from developing countries can benefit from special 
discounts on the regular prices indicated in this catalogue and may 
be able to pay in local currency through an ILO field office. Please 
contact your local ILO field office, distributor or bookseller (see 
pages 36-39) or email us at pubvente@ilo.org for more information.



The Cost of Coercion
Global report under the follow-up to the 
ILO Declaration on Fundamental principles 
and rights at Work, 2009. International 
Labour Conference, 98th Session 2009, 
report I (b)

this global report sheds new light on 
forced labour in today’s global economy. it 
examines the daunting challenges faced by 
the many actors and institutions involved 
in a global alliance against forced labour, 
from the conceptual and political through 
to the legal, juridical and institutional. it 
shows how challenges have been met so far, 
often with the support or involvement of the 
ilo, and points to substantial examples of 
good practice that can guide future efforts 
to tackle forced labour in all its forms. it 
highlights the need for labour administra-
tion and inspectorates to be at the forefront 
of action against forced labour and human 
trafficking, complementing other law enforce-
ment and prevention mechanisms.

the report expands on the estimates of the 
2005 global report on forced labour, which 
put the total number of persons in forced 
labour at 12.3 million worldwide and cal-
culated the profits generated in one year by 
trafficked forced labourers at us$32 billion. 
today, these figures still form the most accu-
rate estimate of the extent of forced labour 
worldwide. the report reveals new figures 
that focus on the cost of coercion to the 
victims of forced labour.

2009   96 pp. 

ISbN 978-92-2-120628-6

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$35

uk£23

€23

Also available in French, Spanish, Arabic,  
Chinese, German and Russian

The Promotion of 
Sustainable Enterprises
Graeme Buckley, Michael Henriques  
and José-Manuel Salazar-Xirinachs

promoting sustainable enterprises is about 
strengthening the institutions and governance 
systems which nurture enterprises – strong 
and efficient markets need strong and effec-
tive institutions. it is also about ensuring that 
human, financial and natural resources are 
combined equitably and efficiently in order 
to achieve innovation and enhanced produc-
tivity. this calls for new forms of cooperation 
between government, business, labour and 
society at large to ensure that the quality of 
present and future life and employment is 
maximized whilst safeguarding the sustain-
ability of the planet.

this volume provides detailed guidance on 
what constitutes a conducive environment for 
sustainable enterprises, noting that such an 
environment combines the legitimate quest 
for profit with the need for development 
which respects human dignity, environmental 
sustainability and decent work. the book 
underscores the principle that sustainable 
enterprises need sustainable societies and 
that business tends to thrive where societies 
thrive and vice versa.

2009   xxxii+258 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121200-3

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£25

€35

The Promise and Perils of 
Participatory Policy-Making
research Series No. 117

Lucio Baccaro and Konstantinos Papadakis

do civil society organizations (e.g. groups 
representing youth, women, migrants, indi-
genous people, people with hiV/aids, or the 
poor) have a stronger influence when directly 
involved in policy-making, or when they are 
not directly involved but operate indirectly 
by trying to influence policy-makers from 
outside? does participatory policy-making 
enhance the efficiency and equity of public 
policy? does the “best argument” prevail in 
such participatory processes, as claimed by 
“deliberation theory”, or is it the “strongest 
argument” that ultimately carries the day?

this volume explores these questions by 
contrasting the theoretical underpinnings 
of participatory governance and delibera-
tion theories with empirical findings from 
extensive field research in south africa, a 
country that has introduced numerous par-
ticipatory policy-making institutions from the 
early 1990s on. it argues that civil society 
organizations might be unable to exert real 
influence over policy-making unless they 
possess mobilization capacities and can 
exert a credible exit option from participa-
tory structures.

December 2008 viii+70 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-9014-876-0

paperback: price sw.frs.18

us$18

uk£9

€12
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022 799 6938

pubvente@ilo.org
www.ilo.org/publns

to place 
your order locally, 
see pages 36–39



Labour and Social Trends in 
ASEAN 2008 
Driving competitiveness and prosperity with 
decent work

this report looks at some of the most impor-
tant current labour and social trends in the 
ten asean member countries. it analyses 
the key factors that underpin long-term 
competitiveness and productivity, and the 
policy challenges that lie ahead if growth and 
prosperity are to be maintained – including 
encouraging innovation and progressive work-
place practices, raising the quality of the 
workforce, strengthening social dialogue and 
cohesion, and tackling vulnerability.

the report highlights three main aims: to 
present an update in major trends in employ-
ment and social conditions in the dynamic 
asean region; to advance the development 
of internationally comparable, gender- and 
age-specific labour market statistics across 
the asean region and beyond; and to provide 
analysis and policy recommendations to the 
discussion on progressive labour practices at 
the asean human resource summit. 

December 2008 viii+116 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121694-0

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$25

 uk£13

€17

Cooperating Out of Poverty
the renaissance of the african cooperative 
movement 

Edited by Patrick Develtere, Ignace Pollet  
and Frederick Wanyama

cooperatives are omnipresent in africa and 
represent a significant part of the private 
sector in most african countries. successful 
and economically viable cooperatives create 
economic opportunities, provide a basic level 
of social protection and security, and provide 
their members with voice and representation. 
yet, there are weaknesses and deficiencies of 
cooperatives in certain countries or sectors 
that result in poor performance. this book 
offers an objective analysis of the state of 
affairs of the cooperative sector in africa 
since the liberalization of the economy in 
the early 1990s. it contains a historical 
overview of cooperative development in the 
continent and in-depth country studies that 
illustrate not only the structure and operation 
of the cooperative sector, but also analyse the 
major strengths and weaknesses of various 
cooperative undertakings in africa. the aim 
of this book is to alert governments, donors 
and researchers to a fragmented, dispersed 
movement and make a case for the viability 
of cooperatives in africa.

December 2008   xxiv+372 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120722-1

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$35

uk£18

€23

Active Labour Market 
Policies Around the World
Coping with the consequences  
of globalization

Second edition

Peter Auer, Ümit Efendioǧlu and Janine Leschke

the second edition of this acclaimed volume 
has been thoroughly revised and updated 
to provide an authoritative account of how 
active labour market policies (almps) can 
help make globalization work better in 
the interest of workers around the world. 
offering an expanded and current overview 
of the nature of almps, this new edition 
gives readers a fresh look at the pitfalls and 
challenges countries face when evaluating 
these programmes.

a new chapter on financing reflects the 
growing relevance of almps and provides 
an overall policy framework for designing 
durable, yet adaptable almps. while putting 
forth some powerful arguments in favour of 
these programmes, the book also emphasizes 
that they should not be used as a “quick-fix” 
solution. for this reason, it recommends new 
ways of financing these policies over the long 
term and examines the importance of social 
dialogue as a vital policy tool for establishing 
more permanent frameworks that allow for 
labour market flexibility while maintaining 
security in a globalized world.

co-published in india with academic 
foundation.

2008  xii+104 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120456-5

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$29.95

uk£18

€25
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related
titles

International Labour Standards 
Electronic Library (ILSE) 2009
CD-rom

may 2009 – issn 1020-9972 •
sw.frs.25; us$25; uk£16; €16 •

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Pursuing Decent Work Goals: 
Priorities for Research
Gerry Rodgers and Christiane Kuptsch

2008 – x+81 pp. •
isbn 978-92-9014-858-6 •
sw.frs.20; us$18; uk£10; €13 •

Governance, International 
Law and Corporate Social 
Responsibility
Jean-Claude Javillier et al.

2008 – xiv+207 pp. •
isbn 978-92-9014-860-9 •
sw.frs.20; us$20; uk£10; €13 •

The Evolving World of Work in 
the Enlarged EU
progress and vulnerability
Edited by François Eyraud and 
Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead 

2007 – ix+582 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119547-4 •
sw.frs.80; us$65; uk£35; €50 •

The Right to Decent Work of 
Persons with Disabilities
Arthur O’Reilly

2007 – xi+149 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120144-1  •
sw.frs.30; us$22.95; uk£12.95; €20  •

Also available in French and Spanish

In the Wake of the Crisis
argentina’s new economic and labour 
policy directions and their impact
Marta Novick, Carlos Tomada, Mario Damill, 
Roberto Frenkel and Roxana Maurizio

2007 – xiv+130 pp. •
isbn 978-92-9014-850-0 •
sw.frs.20; us$16; uk£9; €13 •

Also available in Spanish

Social Dialogue and Poverty 
Reduction Strategies
Edited by Graeme Buckley 
and Giuseppe Casale 

2006 – xii+549 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117541-3 •
hardback: sw.frs.80; us$60; uk£35; €63 •

Also available in Spanish

The Global Evolution of Industrial 
Relations
events, ideas and the IIra
Bruce Kaufman

2004 – xxvi+726 pp. •
isbn 92-2-114153-5 •
 hardback: sw.frs.100; us$74.95;  •
uk£42.95; €65

From Conflict to Cooperation
Labour market reforms that can work in 
Nepal

Robert Kyloh

this book reviews the history of labour rela-
tions in nepal and considers criticisms of 
the existing industrial relations system. it 
reports on the re-emergence of the militant 
maoist trade union and the recent upsurge 
in strikes and demonstrations in nepal. a 
reduction in workplace tension is required 
to cement in place the recent peace agree-
ment, facilitate political stability and promote 
economic growth.

focusing on broad economic developments 
since 1990, it sheds light on how labour 
legislation and labour institutions have influ-
enced investment, growth and jobs over the 
long term. the views of those most directly 
affected by the labour legislation, institutions 
and attitudes that govern industrial relations 
in nepal have been collected through sur-
veys and interviews with managing directors 
and entrepreneurs, trade union leaders and 
hundreds of ordinary workers from a range of 
locations, industries and occupations. these 
views have heavily influenced the conclusions 
presented in this volume.

co-published in india with academic 
foundation.

2008   220 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120166-3

paperback: price sw.frs.30

us$24.95

uk£12.95

€20

In Defence of Labour Market 
Institutions
Cultivating justice in the developing world

Edited by Janine Berg and David Kucera

“This is a timely volume on a critically im-
portant topic. Berg and Kucera and their 
contributors challenge the conventional 
wisdom that excessive labor market regula-
tion retards growth and development, and 
that developing countries in particular can 
ill afford the level of such regulation that 
they have taken on. Taken as a whole, the 
papers make a compelling case for skepti-
cism about this conventional wisdom. The 
volume provides a vital survey of the state 
of regulatory institutions in the developing 
world and the main empirical, theoretical, 
and normative arguments about the alleged 
regulation/growth tradeoff.”

–professor chris tilly, department of 
regional economic and social development 
and center for industrial competitiveness, 
university of massachusetts lowell

though labour market regulations have been 
blamed for the poor economic performance of 
many developing countries, the evidence on 
which this argument rests is weak.  rather 
than constraining economic development, 
labour market institutions, including the 
laws that regulate the labour market, are 
important for both economic growth as well 
as the well-being of the workforce.  through 
analysis of different labour market institutions 
in developing countries, this volume reaffirms 
the importance of labour market institutions 
in this era of globalization. 

co-published with palgrave macmillan.

2008  xvi+294 pp.  

ISbN 978-92-2-119319-7

Hardback: price sw.frs.125

us$95

uk£60

€80
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World of Work Report 2009
the global jobs crisis

the 2009 edition of the World of Work Report 
examines strategies to overcome the imme-
diate challenges of the current economic and 
jobs crisis, while also laying the foundation 
for more sustainable growth.

this includes an examination of the medium-
term outlook for the labour market and an 
assessment of what can be learned from 
country responses to date. with a view to 
addressing these medium-term challenges, 
the report: 

•  considers how firms’ financing mechanisms 
could be made more sustainable

•  examines the linkages between policies 
oriented to greening the economy and job 
creation

•  discusses new possibilities for thinking 
about development, in particular the issue 
of social protection in developing coun-
tries, and

•  explores the issue of globalization and the 
role of international labour standards in 
the post-crisis era.

November 2009 180 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-9014-908-8

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£30

€35

Also available in French and Spanish

Growth, Employment and 
Poverty Reduction in 
Indonesia
Iyanatul Islam and Anis Chowdhury

this timely study examines the impact of 
policies on growth, employment and poverty 
reduction in indonesia, reviewing the periods 
both before and after the 1997 financial 
crisis and drawing important implications 
for today’s policy-makers. 

analysing the indonesian labour market and 
exploring appropriate responses to foster 
growth and poverty reduction, the authors 
argue that “de-industrialization”, decline in 
employment elasticity and lack of growth of 
real wages seem to be the key features of 
labour market performance in the post-1997 
period. influential commentators have sug-
gested that this has resulted from onerous 
labour market regulations. the authors care-
fully dissect the evidence and make a case for 
a new reform agenda that empowers labour 
market institutions and prioritizes investment 
in public infrastructure and expenditure on 
human development over inflation targeting 
and fiscal conservatism.

focusing on the sectors of agriculture, manu-
facturing and construction and services, as 
well as assessing macroeconomic policies, 
this book addresses current challenges with 
respect to past and emerging trends, and 
advocates recognizing the country’s strengths 
and fostering a skilled workforce that can 
adapt and respond to the imperatives of 
industrial transformation. 

September 2009 210 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-122001-5

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£25

€27

Globalization and Informal 
Jobs in Developing Countries
Marc Bacchetta, Ekkehard Ernst  
and Juana Paola Bustamante

this study presents an overview of current 
research on the relationship between trade 
globalization and informal jobs in developing 
economies. based on existing academic liter-
ature and complemented by new research 
by ilo and wto, it discusses the impact 
of trade reforms on different dimensions of 
informal employment. Various transmission 
mechanisms are discussed, setting results 
from country studies against international 
comparisons. 

the volume analyses the policies necessary 
for countries with large informal economies 
to take advantage of trade reforms and maxi-
mize the benefits from international trade. it 
discusses the obstacles to translating trade 
openness into sustainably higher long-term 
growth rates and focuses on the connections 
between trade, labour and social policies 
that can create conditions for countries to 
successfully integrate into the world economy. 
it will be of interest to all those who are 
involved in this debate, in particular trade 
specialists, economists, policy-makers, em-
ployers and trade unions.

co-published with wto.

October 2009   140 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-122719-9

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$33

uk£20

€23

Also available in French and Spanish
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Concealed Chains: Labour 
Exploitation of Chinese 
Migrants in Europe
Edited by Yun Gao

this groundbreaking book exposes the hidden 
world of chinese irregular migrants in three 
european countries: france, italy and the 
united kingdom. chinese workers migrating 
to europe pay huge sums of money to inter-
mediaries, often leaving them trapped in 
debt before they even begin their journey. 
exposed to various risks during their migratory 
process, they can arrive in the destination 
country vulnerable to extreme exploitation 
and sometimes even forced labour. 

through analysis of the employment relation-
ship between the different actors in the labour 
market, the book seeks to understand the 
links that connect vulnerable chinese workers 
to european labour markets and a complex 
international production chain. presenting 
detailed case studies, a clear explanation of 
the relevant international and national legal 
frameworks and an overview of the migra-
tion mechanism between china and europe, 
this book makes an important contribution to 
understanding how to break these patterns 
of labour exploitation. 

December 2009 250 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121993-4

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$36

uk£24

€26

ILO Summit on the Global 
Jobs Crisis
June 2009

the ilo summit on the global Jobs crisis 
was held on 15–17 June 2009 in geneva, in 
response to the financial crisis and its grave 
impact on global unemployment, poverty and 
inequality. addressed by heads of state and 
government, Vice-presidents, ministers and 
leaders of workers’ and employers’ organiza-
tions from around the world, the summit 
featured three days of intense debate on 
different aspects of the crisis.

collecting together the summaries of the 
panel debates along with the full speeches of 
the world leaders at the summit, this volume 
documents the varied regional and national 
responses to the jobs crisis and reflects a 
common commitment to stemming its social 
and economic consequences. it also includes 
the text of the global Jobs pact, a concrete 
policy response from the international labour 
conference, which was presented to the 
summit and has subsequently received strong 
support from the international community, 
including the g8 and g20.

October 2009 150 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122700-7

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$32

uk£20

€23

Also available in French and Spanish

International Journal of 
Labour Research 
International Journal of Labour Research 
is a new journal launched in fall 2009 by 
the bureau of workers’ activities of the ilo. 
its aim is to provide an overview of recent 
research on labour and social policies from 
trade union researchers and academics 
around the world. the journal is multi-
disciplinary and of interest to trade union 
researchers, labour ministries and academics 
of all relevant disciplines worldwide – indus-
trial relations, sociology, law, economics and 
political science. 

published twice a year in english, french 
and spanish, each issue focuses on a spe-
cific theme.

Vol. 1, No. 1: trade union strategies towards 
global production systems

October 2009 160 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122309-2

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$42

uk£27

€30

Vol. 1, No. 2: Global capital strategies and 
trade union responses

December 2009 160 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122725-0

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$42

uk£27

€30

Also available in French and Spanish
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2008 Labour Overview
this 2008 edition of Labour Overview provides 
evidence of the effects of the global financial 
and economic crisis on the employment situ-
ation in latin america and the caribbean. 
after several years of favourable economic 
growth, declining unemployment and modest 
increases in real wages, the regional economy 
is showing signs of slowing down. based on 
gdp growth of 1.9 per cent in 2009, the 
report estimates that urban unemployment 
in the region will rise for the first time since 
2003, to around 8 per cent. 

as well as offering a comprehensive over-
view and forecast of labour market trends, 
the 2008 report focuses on the theme of 
small businesses and globalization, identi-
fying policy areas needing action to ensure 
decent work for all and giving examples of 
good practice. additional articles explore 
the topics of informality, social dialogue, 
minimum wages and social security policy, 
and agricultural labour in different areas of 
the region. the report includes full statistical 
appendices.

2009 xvi+120 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121799-2

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$10

uk£8

€10

Also available in Spanish

Global Wage Report 
2008/09
minimum wages and collective bargaining: 
towards policy coherence

the first in a new series of ilo reports 
focusing on wage developments, this volume 
reviews major trends in the level and distribu-
tion of wages around the world since 1995. 
it considers the effects of economic growth 
and globalization on wage trends, looking 
closely at the role of minimum wages and 
collective bargaining, and suggests ways to 
improve wage levels and to enable more equal 
distribution. wages are a major component of 
decent work, yet there is a serious knowledge 
gap in this increasingly important area which 
this report begins to address. 

•  part one summarizes the main trends in 
average wages and distribution of wages, 
providing a statistical analysis of the links 
between wages and productivity, along with 
wage forecasts for 2008 and 2009 

•  part two examines the relationship between 
minimum wage policies and collective bar-
gaining, highlighting the effects of institu-
tions on wage outcomes and the importance 
of coherent policy articulation 

•  part three concludes with concrete policy 
recommendations and identifies key issues 
for further research.

the report includes full technical and sta-
tistical annexes.

co-published in india with academic 
foundation.

November 2008 xiv+106 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121499-1

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£25

€30

Also available in French

Globalization, Flexibilization 
and Working Conditions in 
Asia and the Pacific
Edited by Sangheon Lee and François Eyraud

this unique study reviews employment 
conditions in asia and the pacific in the 
context of globalization and the increasing 
pressures towards flexibilization. it places 
a strong focus on the divergent experiences 
of individual workers regarding their employ-
ment conditions, employment status, wages/
incomes, working time, work organizations 
and health and safety. along with thematic 
studies concerning the roles of workers’ 
voice and labour regulation in determining 
employment conditions, this book includes 
eight country studies from australia, china, 
indonesia, Japan, republic of korea, the 
philippines, thailand and Viet nam, based 
on a common research framework, which 
offers a rigorous comparative review.

co-published with chandos publishing.

November 2008 xxx+452 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120029-1

Hardback: price sw.frs.150

us$120

uk£59.95

€110
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The Global Employment 
Challenge
Ajit K. Ghose, Nomaan Majid and Christoph Ernst

“The report was a pleasure to read. It is well 
written, full of useful information and has 
a nice combination of data and analytics. 
Since the latter is rare in reports emerging 
from international organizations, this was 
a welcome deviation. The report should be 
valuable to the research and policy com-
munities.” 

–professor kaushik basu, c. marks professor 
and director, center for analytic economics, 
department of economics, cornell university

this volume offers an in-depth analysis of 
the state of employment in the world today. 
the authors argue that the precise nature of 
what they call “the employment challenge” 
varies between countries and regions, as do 
its underlying causes and the responses of 
governments. but they also suggest that in 
a globalizing world there are policy chal-
lenges that can only be addressed at the 
international level. the authors warn that if 
the international community and national 
governments fail to take corrective action 
immediately, what is now an employment 
problem will soon become an employment 
crisis in all parts of the world.

the book’s empirical focus is on four groups 
of states: developing countries, developed 
countries, central and eastern europe and 
the commonwealth of independent states. it 
offers groundbreaking analysis of the nature 
and characteristics of employment and of 
emerging trends in these areas, as well as 
valuable information derived using both new 
and established indicators of employment 
and unemployment.

2008   xiv+290 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120305-6 

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$40

uk£22

€30

Working Time Around the 
World
trends in working hours, laws and policies 
in a global comparative perspective

Sangheon Lee, Deirdre McCann  
and Jon Messenger

John maynard keynes once made the bold 
prediction that the three-hour work day would 
prevail for his grandchildren’s generation. 
this pioneering study is the first of its kind 
to offer a comparative analysis of working 
time trends in developing and transition 
countries. 

based on a series of 14 national studies 
undertaken between 2001 and 2005 to track 
trends in hours of work and the organiza-
tion of working time, this book examines the 
diverse, and often complex, circumstances 
that exist in the following countries: brazil, 
chile, china, the czech republic, hungary, 
the republic of korea, malaysia, mauritius, 
mexico, peru, the russian federation, sen-
egal and tunisia. the study also analyses 
data from an even broader range of coun-
tries, drawing from the ilo’s new database 
of working time laws, existing ilo data on 
average weekly working hours, and a new 
standardized questionnaire collecting data on 
the distribution of weekly working hours from 
national statistics. thus, the study provides 
the richest array of data ever assembled for 
analysing working time in the developing 
world.

co-published with routledge.

2007   xvii+220 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-119311-1

Hardback: price sw.frs.155

us$125

uk£65

€95

Also available in Spanish (paperback)
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World of Work Report 2008
Income inequalities in the age 
of financial globalization

2008 – xii+250 pp. •
isbn 978-92-9014-868-5 •
sw.frs.50; us$50; uk£25; €35 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Co-published in India with 
Academic Foundation

Promoting Employment  
in Cambodia
analysis and options
Elizabeth Morris

2008 – xxiv+156 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120395-7 •
sw.frs.30; us$27; uk£14; €20 •

The Employment Situation  
of People with Disabilities
towards improved statistical  
information

2007 – vi+80 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120152-6 •
sw.frs.18; us$14; uk£9; €12 •

Working Time and Workers’ 
Preferences in Industrialized 
Countries
Finding the balance
Edited by Jon Messenger

2007 – xv+231 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119697-6 •
sw.frs.45; us$40; uk£20; €30  •

Flexicurity
a relevant approach in Central 
and eastern europe
Edited by Sandrine Cazes 
and Alena Nesporova

2007 – xiv+262 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119215-2 •
sw.frs.35; us$29.95; uk£15.95; €25  •

Working for Better Times
rethinking work for the 21st century
Edited by Jean-Michel Servais, Patrick 
Bollé, Mark Lansky and Christine Smith

2007 – xi+721 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-117956-6 •
sw.frs.60; us$49.95; uk£29.95; €42 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Trade and Employment
Challenges for policy research
Marion Jansen and Eddy Lee

2007 – 112 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119551-1 •
sw.frs.20; us$12.95; uk£8; €13 •

Co-published with WTO



Building Decent Societies
rethinking the role of social security in 
development

Edited by Peter Townsend

the downturn of the global economy has 
worsened the problems of poverty and unem-
ployment across the whole world. this book 
makes the case for a comprehensive social 
security system to be developed in all coun-
tries, including the poorest ones, in order to 
eliminate desperate conditions of poverty, 
to reverse growing inequality and to sustain 
economic growth. 

the establishment of universal social security 
systems has been one of the cornerstones of 
oecd countries’ successful economic and 
social development and has contributed 
to reducing poverty and fostering social 
inclusion in today’s rich countries. it is 
increasingly understood that universal social 
security systems have an enormous poten-
tial for low income countries which has not 
yet been sufficiently explored. recognizing 
that economic and social development are 
inextricably intertwined across countries, 
new international strategies are required to 
design appropriate social security policies 
which would effectively help to reduce pov-
erty and productively contribute to economic 
and social development.

co-published with palgrave macmillan.

august 2009   xxii+386 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121995-8

Hardback: price sw.frs.110

us$105

uk£65

€75

The Minimum Wage 
Revisited in the Enlarged EU
Edited by Daniel Vaughan-Whitehead

this book provides in-depth and innovative 
analysis of the minimum wage in europe, 
looking at its scope within the enlarged eu 
and posing the question of harmonization 
between the minimum wages of the indi-
vidual member states – or even a common 
eu minimum wage. it also explores the role 
of the minimum wage at the national level, 
looking at trends and effects, with case 
studies on specific national policy issues or 
industrial sectors.

minimum wage fixing has returned quite 
prominently to the core of policy debates, 
as illustrated by the adoption of a statutory 
minimum wage by austria, ireland and the 
united kingdom, and the ongoing discussions 
in germany and sweden. proposals to have 
common rules at eu level have also multi-
plied since eu enlargement, in particular to 
minimize “social dumping”. bringing together 
15 national studies from noted european 
specialists in the field, this timely collection 
aims to stimulate the current debate.

co-published with edward elgar publishing.

January 2010 viii+520 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121987-3

paperback: price sw.frs.90

us$85

uk£50

€60

Microfinance and Public 
Policy
Outreach, performance and efficiency

Edited by Bernd Balkenhol

the goal of microfinance institutions (mfis) 
is to help the poor to cope better with risk, 
take advantage of small income-generating 
opportunities and empower themselves 
through organization. to have this impact 
on an increasing number of people, mfis 
need to be financially sound and sustainable. 
this volume argues that while there may 
be situations where mfis can go up-scale 
and thus meet both objectives at the same 
time, there are other market configurations 
where it is very difficult or even impossible 
for an institution to break even, no matter 
how efficiently it runs its operations. this 
is particularly the case in rural, remote and 
sparsely populated areas. 

to take account of the variety of market and 
contextual constraints, this book argues that 
public policy should be guided by efficiency, 
being an overarching criterion accommo-
dating different combinations of financial 
performance and social impact. a valuable 
contribution to the debate surrounding the 
performance and sustainability of microfi-
nance, this volume examines the concept of 
efficiency in financial intermediation, how it 
is measured and how public policy can be 
geared to provide incentives to efficiency 
gains. the argument is illustrated by an 
empirical analysis of 45 mfis from around 
the world.

co-published with palgrave macmillan.

2007   xxiii+263 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-119347-0

Hardback: price sw.frs.115

us$90

uk£55

€80
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Social Protection 
Expenditure and 
Performance Review  
and Social Budget:
Zambia
in recent years, Zambia has witnessed eco-
nomic expansion, a fall in inflation rates and 
lower external vulnerability. in particular, the 
ilo-dfid project to extend social protection 
and coverage as means of poverty reduction 
has yielded favourable results. the results 
of the project indicate that social protec-
tion is an indispensable factor in economic 
and social development and decent state-
building. 

this report, a review of the output of the 
first year’s work of the project, examines 
the objective of extending social protection 
coverage in the country. 

the report focuses on five key issues: living 
conditions of households; working condi-
tions and patterns of informality in the 
labour market; coverage and performance of 
existing public social protection interventions; 
resource allocations to social protection; and 
future trends in the Zambian social budget. 
the assessments presented will be useful for 
the ongoing work in Zambia, implemented by 
different sectoral ministries, sectoral advi-
sory groups (sags), cooperating partners 
and other actors involved.

2008   268 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121251-5

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£20

€25

Social Protection 
Expenditure and 
Performance Review  
and Social Budget:
Tanzania Mainland
tanzania mainland is susceptible to many 
factors present in the demographic, labour 
market and economic environment that could 
challenge the social protection system. the 
ilo-dfid funded project indicates that a 
global minimum social protection package 
would substantially reduce the poverty head-
count, close the shortfall in consumption and 
be economically sustainable. 

this report builds on this work to analyse and 
provide the foundation for future analysis of 
policy options regarding social protection as 
means of reducing poverty in the region.

it takes into account demographic and mac-
roeconomic information specific to main-
land tanzania and makes projections from 
a baseline year based on the two types of 
social protection schemes, contributory and 
non-contributory.

2008   190 pp.  

ISbN 978-92-2-121265-2

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£20

€25

Protecting the Poor
a microinsurance compendium

Edited by Craig Churchill

“...enables policy-makers, insurers, academics 
and NGOs an opportunity to study the various 
initiatives taken in different countries and 
profit from these experiences. I congratulate 
the publishers for bringing out this excellent 
compendium.” 

–c.s. rao, chairman, insurance regulatory 
and development authority, india

“This compendium provides an invaluable 
summation of the state of the art and will 
hopefully encourage people with relevant 
skills and unfettered minds to look at what 
they can contribute to grassroots risk man-
agement.”

–rodney lester, program director, financial 
markets for social safety net, the world 
bank

essential reading for insurance profes-
sionals, practitioners and anyone involved 
with offering insurance to low-income per-
sons, this volume covers the many aspects 
of microinsurance in detail including product 
design, marketing, premium collection and 
governance. 

it also discusses the various institutional 
arrangements available for delivery such as 
the community-based approach, insurance 
companies owned by networks of savings 
and credit cooperatives and microfinance 
institutions. the roles of key stakeholders are 
also explored and the book offers insightful 
strategies for achieving the right balance 
between coverage, costs and price. 

co-published with munich re foundation. 

2006   688 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-119254-1

Hardback: price sw.frs.100

us$80

uk£45

€80

Also available in French and Spanish (paperback)
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Health Microinsurance 
Schemes
monitoring and evaluation guide

these guides assist managers in monitoring 
and evaluating their microinsurance schemes. 
they will also allow stakeholders – both tech-
nical and financial – to evaluate the viability 
and performance of such schemes. 

Volume 1 focuses on methodology and 
presents the basic concepts used in the 
guide. it also describes the indicators to 
measure schemes’ viability from adminis-
trative, technical, functional, financial and 
economic standpoints. 

Volume 2 focuses on practical indications 
and offers support utilizing the tables and 
indicators presented in Volume 1.

Volume 1: methodology

2007 xiv+139 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-112551-3

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$19.95

uk£10.95

€16

Volume 2: practical indications

2007 xiv+89 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-112552-5

paperback: price sw.frs.20

us$15.95

uk£8.95

€13

two-volume set

ISbN 978-92-2-119669-3

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$31.95

uk£17.95

€26

Also available in French

Financing Social Protection
Quantitative methods in Social protection 
Series 

Michael Cichon, Wolfgang Scholz, Arthur van de 
Meerendonk, Krzysztof Hagemejer, Fabio Bertra-
nou and Pierre Plamondon

designing social protection systems that 
are effective and equitable as well as fis-
cally, financially and economically efficient 
has been a challenge for many countries. 
formal social protection systems redistribute 
between 5 per cent (in developing coun-
tries) and 35 per cent (in oecd countries) 
of their gdp. one of the first volumes of its 
kind, this book addresses these challenges 
by offering a comprehensive overview of the 
many financing options available while also 
providing a thorough analysis of their advan-
tages and disadvantages and their financial 
and economic implications.

the most important task of social protection 
systems is to alleviate and prevent poverty.  
with this in mind, the book presents a “meth-
odological toolbox” from which social protec-
tion planners, managers and social policy 
analysts can work. written by practitioners 
for practitioners, the book discusses the 
design and maintenance of national social 
protection systems that ensure an effective 
and efficient use of available resources at 
the community, national and international 
levels while supporting long-term economic 
development. each chapter includes stylized  
real-life examples that deal with the theory 
as well as practical policy questions. the 
book also guides readers through the policy 
process that determines the affordable levels 
of and scope of social protection in a given 
country.

2004   696 pp.   

ISbN 92-2-115122-0

Hardback: price sw.frs.100

us$75

uk£42.95

€65

Also available in Spanish
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Social Protection and Inclusion
experiences and policy issues

2006 – x+237 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119195-7 •
sw.frs.30; us$22.95; uk£13; €20 •

Also available in Spanish

The Fundamentals of Minimum 
Wage Fixing
François Eyraud and Catherine Saget

2005 – ix+140 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117014-4 •
sw.frs.30; us$24.95; uk£11.95; €20 •

Social Security for All
trade unions’ strategies 
Labour Education 145

2006 – x+126 pp. •
issn 0378-5467 •
sw.frs.25; us$20; uk£12; €16 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Health Microinsurance Schemes 
Feasibility study guide

2005 •
Volume 1: procedure 

xi+97 pp. •
isbn 92-2-116571-x •
sw.frs.20; us$14.95; uk£8.95; €13 •

Volume 2: tools 
xiii+188 pp. •
isbn 92-2-116572-8 •
sw.frs.25; us$19.95; uk£11.95; €16 •

two-volume set:
isbn 92-2-116573-6 •
sw.frs.40; us$30; uk£16.95; €26 •

Also available in French

Social Protection Expenditure 
and Performance Review
Slovak republic
Maria Svorenova and Alexandra Petrasova

2005 – 384 pp. •
isbn 92-2-116995-2 •
sw.frs.35; us$26.95; uk£15.95; €23 •

Economic Security for a Better 
World

2004 – xxv+450 pp. •
isbn 92-2-115611-7 •
sw.frs.50; us$32.95; uk£21.95; €33 •

Also available in French

Making Insurance Work for 
Microfinance Institutions
a technical guide to developing 
and delivering microinsurance
Craig Churchill, Dominic Liber, 
Michael McCord and James Roth

2003 – xiii+246 pp. •
isbn 92-2-113544-6 •
sw.frs.50; us$35; uk£24.95; €35 •

For full description, see page 27



Approaches to Attribution of 
Detrimental Health Effects 
to Occupational Ionizing 
Radiation Exposure and their 
Application in Compensation 
Programmes for Cancer 
(OSH 73)
Occupational Safety and Health Series,  
No. 73

workers exposed to ionizing radiation in the 
course of their work may claim for compensa-
tion if they develop cancer. however, cancer 
is a common disease, especially in older 
age, and most cancers will be caused by 
non-occupational risk factors. compiled by 
international experts, this book examines in 
detail the scientific basis for risk attribution, 
focusing in particular on the methodological 
issues associated with attributing individual 
cancers to previous occupational radiation 
exposures. the general features of compensa-
tion schemes are also presented, along with 
examples of compensation schemes from 
different countries, which illustrate a variety 
of approaches. 

Jointly published by three international 
organizations with mandates relating to 
occupational health and ionizing radiation 
– the ilo, iaea and who – the publication 
will be useful for national authorities, trade 
unions, employers and other parties with an 
interest in ensuring an equitable approach 
to workers’ compensation.

November 2009   140 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-122413-6

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$32

uk£20

€23

Ergonomic Checkpoints
practical and easy-to-implement solutions 
for improving safety, health and working 
conditions

Second edition

Prepared by the International Labour Office in 
collaboration with the International Ergonomics 
Association

fully revised and expanded, this new edition 
of the highly successful Ergonomic check-
points is aimed at reducing work-related 
accidents and diseases and improving safety, 
health and working conditions. building on 
the wealth of experience of practitioners in 
applying these checkpoints, the second edi-
tion features revised text, additional check-
points and new, full-colour illustrations.

the manual presents 132 realistic and flex-
ible solutions to ergonomic problems appli-
cable across a whole range of workplace 
situations.

each of the illustrated checkpoints indicates 
an action, why it is necessary and how to 
carry it out, and provides further hints and 
points to remember. a template checklist 
is also included, which can be adapted to 
individual workplaces. 

the manual is designed for use by all who are 
concerned with creating a better workplace: 
employers, supervisors, workers, inspectors, 
safety and health personnel, trainers and 
educators, extension workers, engineers, 
ergonomists and designers.

January 2010   350 pp.  

ISbN 978-92-122666-6

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$40

uk£28

€30

Safety and Health in 
Underground Coalmines
an ILO code of practice

this code of practice on safety and health 
in underground coalmines reflects the many 
changes in the industry and its workforce, as 
well as new developments in occupational 
safety and health policies and ilo instru-
ments on occupational safety and health. a 
leaner, multi-skilled workforce, new tech-
nology and less prescriptive, more systems-
oriented approach to addressing safety and 
health are also reflected in this code.

the code sets out a national framework that 
specifies the roles of the competent authori-
ties, employers, workers and their organiza-
tions. it also comprises a methodology for 
identifying hazards, preventing and min-
imizing risks, as well as specific provisions for 
safe underground coalmining operations.

these specific provisions address most of 
the currently identified hazards and risks 
associated with underground coalmining. 
when used in conjunction with the code’s 
methodology for hazard identification, risk 
assessment and control process, these pro-
visions represent current best practice. at 
the same time, the code is drafted in a way 
to not inhibit the development of new tech-
nologies, better practice or the adoption of 
alternative measures that provide effective 
protection to all persons involved in under-
ground coalmining.

2009  410 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120162-5 

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$32

uk£17

€25

Also available in French and Spanish
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Compendium of Maritime 
Labour Instruments
the maritime labour convention, 2006, an 
important new international labour conven-
tion, was adopted by the international labour 
conference at its 94th (maritime) session. 
sometimes called a “bill of rights” for sea-
farers, the maritime labour convention, 
2006, sets out seafarers’ rights to decent 
conditions of work and helps to establish con-
ditions for fair competition for shipowners. it 
was designed as a global legal instrument that 
will become the “fourth pillar” of the interna-
tional regulatory regime for quality shipping, 
complementing the key conventions of the 
international maritime organization (imo). 
the convention contains a comprehensive set 
of global standards, consolidating almost all 
the existing maritime labour conventions and 
recommendations that have been adopted 
since 1920 in a single new instrument with 
a new format and requirements that reflect 
modern conditions in the industry. 

this essential new reference source presents 
the full text of the maritime labour con-
vention, 2006, along with a collection of 
related standards, including the seafarers’ 
identity documents convention (revised), 
2003 (no.185), the work in fishing conven-
tion, 2007 (no.188) and its accompanying 
recommendation, as well as the ilo’s fun-
damental conventions and the declaration 
on fundamental principles and rights at 
work and its follow-up.

October 2008  x+308 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120612-5

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$30

uk£18

€25

Also available in French and Spanish

Guidelines for Flag State 
Inspections
under the maritime Labour Convention, 
2006

the guidelines contained in this book are 
an important resource for implementing flag 
state responsibilities under the maritime 
labour convention, 2006 (mlc, 2006). 
they were adopted by the ilo in september 
2008 together with Guidelines for port State 
control officers carrying out inspections under 
the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006. the 
present guidelines provide practical advice to 
competent authorities in flag states and to 
flag state inspectors, or recognized organiza-
tions, on how to carry out ship inspections 
and certifications to verify compliance with 
the requirements of the mlc, 2006 as imple-
mented nationally. 

this book provides an overview of the spe-
cial features of the mlc, 2006 and its key 
concepts; an overview of the procedures for 
ship inspection and certification, including 
areas of national flexibility, and processes for 
responding to complaints; the basic require-
ments to be complied with, a list of items 
showing how to check the basic requirements 
and examples of deficiencies; and guidance 
on actions to be taken when deficiencies 
are found and when a ship may have to be 
detained.

2009   80 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121741-1

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£10

€10

Also available in French and Spanish

Guidelines for Port State 
Control Officers
carrying out inspections under the maritime 
Labour Convention, 2006

the guidelines contained in this book are an 
important international resource for imple-
menting port state responsibilities under the 
maritime labour convention, 2006 (mlc, 
2006). they were adopted by the ilo in 
september 2008 together with Guidelines 
for flag State inspections under the Maritime 
Labour Convention, 2006. the present guide-
lines provide practical advice to port state 
control officers (pscos) verifying compliance 
of foreign ships with the requirements of 
the mlc, 2006. 

this book contains an overview of the spe-
cial features of the mlc, 2006 and its key 
concepts; relates to the required profile of 
pscos under the mlc, 2006; covers the 
required review of documents in the case of 
ships that carry certification under the mlc, 
2006; explains when a more detailed inspec-
tion may be carried out; indicates the basic 
requirements to be complied with, sources 
of information for checking compliance and 
examples of deficiencies in the 14 areas of 
working and living conditions that are mainly 
concerned; provides guidance when deficien-
cies are found and when a ship may have to 
be detained in port; and relates to the hand-
ling of onshore complaints by seafarers.

2009   80 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121743-5

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£10

€10

Also available in French and Spanish
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Fundamental Principles  
of Occupational Health  
and Safety
Second edition

Benjamin Alli

this practical guide to developing effective 
occupational health and safety (osh) pol icies 
and programmes is based on the provisions 
defined in the “core” ilo standards and 
instruments concerning osh. it focuses on 
the key topics essential to promoting and 
managing national and enterprise osh 
systems. it presents a concise overview of 
the issues involved, together with specific 
guidelines for policy design, implementa-
tion and management at both national and 
enterprise levels. the operational aspects 
of meeting health and safety requirements 
are also covered, with detailed sections on 
legislation and enforcement, occupational 
health surveillance, and preventive and pro-
tective measures, as well as health educa-
tion and training. this second edition covers 
new areas of osh such as the recent ilo 
standard on the promotion of osh, hiV/aids 
and the world of work, occupational safety 
and health management systems, and new 
chemical safety information tools.

2008   160 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-120454-1

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$34.95

uk£16.95

€25

Collected Publications  
on HIV/AIDS and the World 
of Work
CD-rom

this valuable, wide-ranging cd-rom contains 
a collection of publications from the ilo 
programme on hiV/aids and the world of 
work such as: Saving Lives, Protecting Jobs; 
HIV/AIDS and the World of Work, report iV, 
international labour conference 2009; The 
ILO Code of Practice on HIV/AIDS and the 
World of Work; Implementing the ILO Code 
of Practice on HIV/AIDS and the World of 
Work; The Workplace: Gateway to Universal 
Access; HIV/AIDS Behaviour Change Com-
munication Toolkit for the Workplace; and 
many other titles, including all updates to 
the end of June 2008.

alphabetical listings, table of contents, 
bookmarks make this cd-rom interactive 
and user-friendly.

2008

ISbN 978-92-2-021477-0

price sw.frs.50

us$50

uk£25

€30

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Saving Lives, Protecting Jobs
Second report

the ilo’s strategic hiV/aids responses in 
enterprises (share) programme promotes 
policies and programmes worldwide. a total 
of 650 workplaces in 24 countries stretching 
from belize to china are now involved with 
share, helping to protect almost a million 
working men and women from the risks of 
hiV.

this second report documents the work car-
ried out by ministries of labour, employers’ 
and workers’ organizations and partner enter-
prises. it gives an insight into this ilo/usdol 
partnership which has been running for five 
years and includes a special focus on the 
experiences and achievements of the pioneer 
country projects in belize, benin, cambodia, 
ghana, guyana, india and togo. it also cap-
tures major innovations and collaborations 
from on-going initiatives in other countries 
which have been a source of inspiration to 
others and will help guide the share pro-
gramme to its conclusion in 2010.

2008   viii+88 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-121062-7

paperback: price sw.frs.20

us$20

uk£10

€13

Also available in French
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International Classification 
of Radiographs of 
Pneumoconioses
revised edition 2000

the classification is designed to codify radio-
graphic abnormalities of the pneumoconioses 
in a simple, reproducible manner. it repre-
sents a standard and effective tool for health 
surveillance, epidemiological research, and 
clinical diagnosis.

the Complete Set of radiographs 
22 standard radiographs, illustrating the clas-
sification of small and large parenchymal 
opacities, pleural abnormalities and some 
other appearances.

ISbN 92-2-107177-4

price sw.frs.825

us$500

uk£340

€550

the Quad Set of radiographs 
14 standard radiographs, comprising nine of 
the most frequently used standards in the 
complete set plus five (quadrant) composite 
reproductions of relevant parts from the other 
radiographs in the complete set. 

ISbN 92-2-113326-5

price sw.frs.450

us$275

uk£189

€300

both boxed sets are compatible with, and 
include one copy of, the Guidelines for the 
Use of the ILO International Classification 
of Radiographs of Pneumoconioses (revised 
edition 2000).

Food at Work
Workplace solutions for malnutrition,  
obesity and chronic diseases

Christopher Wanjek

“Wanjek’s book is worthwhile, particularly 
for the human rights issues that it raises 
and the suggestions it describes for short-
term solutions. He skilfully integrated two 
branches of healthcare by providing historical 
background, a human rights angle and then 
suggestions for nutritional interventions in 
the workplace”

–South African Journal of Social  
and Economic Policy, issue 25, 2007

good nutrition, like other vital occupational 
safety and health issues, is the foundation 
of workplace productivity, safety, wages 
and job security – top concerns shared by 
unions, workers, employers and govern-
ments around the world. this comprehensive 
volume presents a multitude of “food solu-
tions” applicable to a variety of workplaces. 
it demonstrates that ensuring that workers 
have access to nutritious, safe and affordable 
food, an adequate meal break and decent 
conditions for eating is not only socially 
important and economically viable but a 
profitable business practice as well.

2005 xv+448 pp.

ISbN 92-2-117015-2

Hardback: price sw.frs.60

us$50

uk£27.95

€40
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related
titles

Guidelines for the Use of the ILO 
International Classification of 
Radiographs of Pneumoconioses
revised edition 2000

2002 – 43 pp. •
isbn 92-2-110832-5 •
sw.frs.10; us$6.95; uk£4; €6.50 •

Also available in French, German and Spanish

Employers’ Organizations and 
HIV/AIDS 
Information, tools and good practices 
for workplace action against HIV/aIDS 
trilingual CD-rOm

2006 •
isbn 978-92-2-018526-1 •
sw.frs.25; us$20; uk£11; €17 •

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Shipbreaking
What can be done? 
DVD

2006 •
isbn 978-92-2-018790-6  •
sw.frs.40; us$31.95; uk£17; €28 •

Violence at Work
third edition
Duncan Chappell and Vittorio Di Martino

2006 – xxiv+360 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117948-6 •
sw.frs.30; us$19.95; uk£14.95; €22 •

HIV/AIDS and Work
Global estimates, impact on children 
and youth, and response, 2006

2006 – xiv+134 pp. •
isbn 92-2-119070-6 •
sw.frs.30; us$22.95; uk£13; €20  •

Guidelines for Labour Inspection 
in Forestry

2006 – xi+104 pp. •
isbn 92-2-118081-6 •
sw.frs.30; us$22.95; uk£13.95; €22 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Safety and Health in the Iron and 
Steel Industry
ILO code of practice
Second edition

2005 – xxiii+211 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117535-9 •
sw.frs.40; us$30; uk£16.95; €26 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Safety and Health in Ports
ILO code of practice

2005 – xxiii+528 pp. •
isbn 92-2-115287-1 •
sw.frs.40; us$30; uk£16.95; €26 •

Also available in French and Spanish



Action Against Child Labour: 
IPEC Highlights 2008
February 2009

this report is the mid-term implementation 
report of the ilo’s international programme 
on the elimination of child labour (ipec). 
the report outlines ipec’s progress over the 
year towards meeting its goals under the 
ilo’s programme and budget. it also focuses 
on the implications of the global financial 
crisis on children and ipec’s initiatives to 
mitigate the situation. 

the report explores the three important topics 
for the biennium 2008–09: the special situ-
ation of girls in child labour; the success of 
cataloguing statistical data on child labour, 
and the history and impact of the landmark 
worst forms of child labour convention, 
1999 (no. 182). aimed at members of the 
ilo governing body committee on tech-
nical cooperation and other stakeholders, 
this report forms a part of ipec’s continued 
efforts to develop comprehensive evaluation 
and assessment strategies in helping combat 
child labour.

2009   76 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-122054-1

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£9

€10

Also available in French and Spanish

Give Girls a Chance
tackling child labour, a key to the future

“Girls have the right to grow and develop 
free of child labour and girls have the right 
to education. We must give girls a chance 
to make these rights a reality”.

–international programme on the elimination 
of child labour (ipec)

this publication is a comprehensive report on 
child labour among girls, identifying the rea-
sons why it is important that the issues facing 
girls engaged in child labour be urgently 
addressed. girls are highly vulnerable as 
many forms of girls’ work is hidden, girls 
face multiple disadvantages, and have the 
“double burden” of having to combine house-
hold chores and economic activity, which 
as a result jeopardizes their schooling. the 
report provides an analysis of the work of girls 
and boys in sixteen countries, looking both 
at economic activities and unpaid house-
hold services, and draws attention to the 
international legal framework as it relates 
to child labour.

the observations that emerge are that overall, 
girls work longer hours than boys, and girls 
constitute a large proportion of the children 
engaged in the most dangerous forms of 
child labour, including forced and bonded 
labour and prostitution. the report calls for 
strengthening the knowledge base on issues 
of child labour among girls and suggests that 
policy steps include free quality education 
for all children up to the minimum age of 
employment. 

2009 xiv+70 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122374-0

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£9

€10

Cooperating Out of Child 
Labour
Harnessing the untapped potential of coop-
eratives and the cooperative movement to 
eliminate child labour

this timely publication is a call to action 
to the world cooperative movement to work 
together in fighting child labour. cooperatives 
generally operate in most of the economic 
sectors where child labourers are found. as 
cooperatives emphasize commitment to social 
responsibility, they have a natural role in the 
movement to eliminate child labour. coopera-
tives can ensure that cooperative business 
operations and supply chains are child labour 
free; engage in an active awareness-raising 
campaigns among their members and in 
the communities in which they operate; 
and stimulate decent youth employment 
through training and education programmes. 
outlining the general characteristics of child 
labour, the framework for cooperative action 
on the issue and best practice methods, the 
book offers general guidance to cooperative 
leaders, employees and members.

2009   viii+44 pp.   

ISbN 978-92-2-122262-0

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£9

€10
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Training Resource Pack for 
Agricultural Cooperatives on 
the Elimination of Hazardous 
Child Labour
the goal of this resource kit is to raise aware-
ness, help cooperative trainers to plan and 
run activities, and improve occupational 
safety and health conditions and promote 
the implementation of the worst forms of 
child labour convention, 1999 (no. 182).

the pack includes two components: a trainer’s 
guide and a book for training course activi-
ties for cooperatives. the guide is developed 
for cooperative trainers, offering guidelines 
on running training courses for cooperative 
leaders and members on hazardous child 
labour. it provides essential information on 
what cooperatives can do to eliminate child 
labour in their business activities, supply/
value chains and in the local areas and 
communities where they are based. the 
training course activities book presents a 
set of easy-to-use course materials for mem-
bers of cooperatives. the 11 training activi-
ties detailed in this book can be used in 
conjunction with the guide to help provide 
interactive information to help cooperative 
members learn how to identify and eliminate 
hazardous child labour.

2009 2 books   

ISbN 978-92-2-122478-5

paperback: price sw.frs.30

us$28

uk£18

€20

Eliminating Child Labour
Guides for employers

Eliminating Child Labour is designed to help 
businesses and their organizations under-
stand and take action against child labour. 
the three practical guides provide ideas, 
advice and examples for the prevention of 
child labour, the withdrawal of children from 
work and the protection of young workers 
from hazardous conditions.

the package will be a key resource for 
the executives, directors and managers of 
employers’ organizations and other busi-
ness associations that wish to engage on 
this important and sensitive issue.

the guides focus on:

• introduction to the issue of child labour

•  how employers can eliminate child labour

•  the role of employers’ organizations in 
combating child labour.

2007 3 guides

ISbN 978-92-2-120080-2

Hardback: price sw.frs.60

us$50

uk£29

€39

Also available in French and Spanish

The Worldwide Movement 
Against Child Labour
progress and future directions

Alec Fyfe

this study provides the first systematic 
analysis of the worldwide movement against 
child labour. it argues that the intellectual 
and policy frameworks first articulated by the 
ilo in the 1980s remain important depar-
ture points for developing a more coherent, 
more sustained global effort against child 
labour. but the study also emphasizes that 
they need re-visiting and more certain appli-
cation, and examines areas of divergence 
and convergence within the movement. a 
key objective of this study is to identify the 
means by which the worldwide movement 
can gain the necessary traction to exert a 
sustained impact on the problem. to this 
end, the book outlines the major challenges 
and opportunities facing the worldwide move-
ment and highlights the role of the key global 
actors in responding to them.

2007 viii+94 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120017-8

paperback: price sw.frs.18

us$14

uk£8

€12
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Sampling for Household-
Based Surveys of Child 
Labour
Vijay Verma

as child labour has become an important 
global issue, there is a constant need for 
detailed and up-to-date statistics on working 
children. statistics and surveys can help 
determine the extent and magnitude of the 
problem, identify the factors and reveal its 
consequences, and generate public awareness 
of the issue. child labour surveys include 
data collected from diverse sources including 
national population consensus, secondary 
sources, household surveys and special child 
labour studies and surveys. Various statistical 
techniques used for sampling need separate 
treatment. this manual is concerned with 
sampling issues arising in the context of 
household-based child labour surveys. many 
techniques discussed in the manual can be 
useful in the design of more specialized, tar-
geted or sectoral surveys of child labour.

2008 264 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121503-5

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$25

uk£12

€17

SIMPOC Training Modules 
on Child Labour Data 
Collection, Processing, 
Analysis and Reporting
the statistical information and monitoring 
programme on child labour (simpoc) 
contains a wealth of statistical information 
concerning the extent, characteristics and 
determinants of child labour. considered 
the statistical arm of the ilo’s international 
programme on the elimination of child 
labour (ipec), simpoc assists countries 
in the collection, documentation, processing 
and analysis of child labour relevant data. 
in this manual, simpoc has developed a 
complete and self-contained training kit for 
practitioners collecting, processing, analysing 
and reporting data related to child labour. 
applying a user-friendly powerpoint-based 
approach, the manual covers different areas 
on efficient data management, including 
guidance on how to properly process and 
clearly analyse collected information.

2006 580 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-116171-4

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$45

uk£22

€30

Also available in French and Spanish

Rooting Out Child Labour 
from Cocoa Farms
a series of four papers

about 70 per cent of the world’s 218 mil-
lion child labourers (5–17 years old) are 
working in agriculture, on small family 
farms or large plantations, missing out on 
school and exposed to serious hazards and 
exploitation. 

the four papers in this series synthesize 
the knowledge and experiences acquired 
through the implementation of the ilo-ipec 
technical assistance programme to combat 
hazardous and exploitative child labour in 
cocoa and commercial agriculture in west 
africa (wacap):

•  a synthesis report of five rapid assessments

• safety and health hazards

• sharing experiences

•  child labour monitoring: a partnership  
of communities and government.

available as one boxed set.

2007

ISbN 978-92-2-120985-0

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$30

uk£20

€25
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Workplace Solutions for 
Childcare
Catherine Hein and Naomi Cassirer

for parents who work or would like to work, 
childcare is a problem that is almost uni-
versal. one way that workers can be sup-
ported is through assistance offered by 
their workplace. the focus of this book is 
on why workplace partners around the world 
have become involved in childcare and the 
nature of the programmes that have been 
implemented. 

the book provides an overview of diverse 
workplace initiatives, beyond the traditional 
workplace crèche for pre-school children. 
partnership is a key theme, and the authors 
highlight the fruitfulness of collaborations 
that combine the resources and capabilities 
of different actors. ten countries, industrial-
ized and developing, are examined through 
a national overview on policies and facilities 
for childcare and the implications for working 
parents, followed by case studies of specific 
workplaces. 

by showing how support for childcare has 
been organized and funded in a variety of 
workplaces and the diversity of the partner-
ships which have evolved in both developing 
and industrialized countries, as well as the 
limitations and challenges they face, this 
book should be helpful to policy-makers and 
workplace partners who are concerned to 
find practical solutions for helping working 
parents with their childcare needs.

October 2009 400 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122035-0

paperback: price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£25

€28

Gender Equality at the Heart 
of Decent Work
International Labour Conference,  
98th Session 2009, report VI

this report reviews the progress made by 
the ilo in achieving gender equality and its 
current efforts to implement international 
labour conference (ilc) resolutions and 
governing body decisions in this area. to 
eliminate sex discrimination in today’s glo-
balized world, this report advocates scaling up 
current measures by increasing institutional 
capacity of member states, as well as of 
representative organizations of employers and 
workers. proactive measures such as affirma-
tive action, awareness raising, lifelong skills 
development and women’s economic empow-
erment should be implemented to reform 
outdated systems and challenge gender role 
stereotypes. the report looks at how these 
measures can be fortified at every stage of 
life, starting from ensuring a decent child-
hood and education for boys and girls, to 
promoting safe maternity and infant care, to 
establishing social protection packages that 
assist elderly men and women. the objec-
tive of this report is to provide background 
knowledge for constituents to chart a strategic 
course for the ilo’s future work in this field 
as it approaches its centennial.

2009 xiv+246 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120654-5

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£8

€10

Also available in French, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, 
German and Russian

Promoting Equity:  
Gender-Neutral Job 
Evaluation for Equal Pay
a step-by-step guide

significant gender disparities in pay are 
amongst the most resilient features of labour 
markets. even though the gender pay gap has 
narrowed in some places, women, on average, 
continue to work for a lower pay than men. 
this gender pay gap has many causes and 
sex discrimination in remuneration is one of 
them. for an objective and fair assessment 
of jobs, evaluation methods must be free 
from gender bias.

this step-by-step guide sets out the various 
methodological components of the process 
and explains the criteria that should be met 
in order to avoid discriminatory practices. it 
can be adapted to different economic and 
organizational contexts and to large and small 
enterprises. the guide is aimed at workers’ 
and employers’ organizations, officers of 
equal opportunity bodies, human resource 
managers, gender specialists and pay equity 
practitioners responsible for implementing a 
pay equity programme.

2009 vi+98 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121538-7

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$30

uk£18

€23

Also available in Spanish
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related
titles

Safe Maternity and the World  
of Work

2007 – 36 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120403-9 •
sw.frs.15; us$15; uk£8; €10 •

Also available in French and Spanish

A Manual for Gender Audit 
Facilitators
the ILO participatory gender 
audit methodology

2007 – 150 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119825-3 •
sw.frs.40; us$30; uk£18; €26 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Gender Equality Around the World
articles from World of Work 
magazine, 1999–2006

2007 – viii+152 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119317-3 •
sw.frs.25; us$19.95; uk£9.95; €18 •

Also available in French

Gender Equality and Decent Work 
Selected ILO Conventions and 
recommendations promoting 
gender equality 

2006 – vi+187 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-119256-5 •
sw.frs.30; us$22.95; uk£13; €20 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Maternity at Work: A Review of 
National Legislation
Findings from the ILO’s Conditions 
of Work and employment Database
Ida Öun and Gloria Pardo Trujillo

2005 – 88 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117501-4 •
sw.frs.20; us$14.95; uk£8.95; €13 •

Gender and Competency-Based 
Training
Conceptual contributions, tools 
and applications

2006 – 180 pp. •
isbn 92-9088-197-6 •
sw.frs.15; us$15; uk£7.50; €10 •

Also available in Spanish

Gender Equality and Decent Work 
Good practices at the workplace  
CD-rom

isbn 978-92-2-018032-7 •
sw.frs.25; us$19.95; uk£10.95; €17 •

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Employers’ Organizations Taking 
the Lead on Gender Equality
Case studies from 10 countries 

2005 – v+85 pp. •
isbn 92-2-117277-5 •
sw.frs.25; us$19.95; uk£10.95; €17 •

Also available in French and Spanish

Work and Family
managing diversity and equality  
at the workplace

training package on work and family

CD-rom

this cd-rom training package on work and 
family issues can be used by companies, 
employers’ organizations and individuals. it 
contains a wide range of information, activ-
ities, examples of good practices and other 
resources to guide action and initiatives on 
work and family. 

the training package aims to illustrate, 
describe and assist in the development of 
work and family initiatives and how these 
can become enterprise policies, while at the 
same time, also be an integral and compatible 
part of competitive and productive enterprise 
management. 

2008

ISbN 978-92-2-121019-1

price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£20

€25

ABC of Women Workers’ 
Rights and Gender Equality
Second edition

women’s rights and gender equality have 
gained growing attention over the past dec-
ades, at both international and national levels. 
in order to promote equality between women 
and men in the world of work, international 
labour standards and national legislation have 
been adopted on a wide range of related 
issues. however, workers are often unaware of 
their rights derived from these standards – a 
fact that has been increasingly identified as 
a major obstacle to their effective use. 

based on the ilo’s conventions and rec-
ommendations, this revised and expanded 
abc focuses on governments’ or employers’ 
obligations and workers’ rights in relation to 
gender equality in the world of work. arranged 
alphabetically, each entry provides a clear, 
succinct definition or description, and directs 
the reader to relevant ilo and other legal 
instruments, and to related topics in the 
abc.

the publication incorporates important infor-
mation relevant to women workers in entries 
on sexual harassment, women in develop-
ment, the glass ceiling and much more. 
with an easy-to-follow format, the guide is 
an essential tool for raising awareness and 
legal literacy on critical work and gender 
equality issues.

2007 xii+209 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-119622-8

paperback: price sw.frs.30

us$22.95

uk£12.95

€20

Also available in French and Spanish
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Forced Labour and Human 
Trafficking: Casebook of 
Court Decisions
a training manual for judges, prosecutors 
and legal practitioners

forced labour and human trafficking have 
evolved into numerous and often subtle forms 
of abuse and exploitation, posing a chal-
lenge for law enforcement. this casebook 
covers a range of national experience, from 
judicial decisions on forced and bonded 
labour in developing countries, to more 
recent decisions on forced labour and traf-
ficking in industrialized countries. it seeks to 
illustrate how national court decisions have 
taken into account the provisions of the ilo’s 
own conventions on forced labour, and how 
this may provide guidance for future court 
decisions. by increasing familiarization with, 
and awareness of jurisprudence on forced 
labour, judicial practitioners would be able 
to cultivate a cross-fertilization of experi-
ence and dialogue, both within and between 
domestic and international courts.

this casebook is aimed at judges, prosecutors 
and other legal practitioners to provide guid-
ance in adjudicating cases, drafting legisla-
tion, investigating allegations and bringing 
charges in courts or labour tribunals.

2009 viii+110 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122177-7

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$32

uk£18

€23

Forced Labour and Human 
Trafficking: Handbook for 
labour inspectors
bonded labour, forced child labour, forced 
labour linked to migration, and organized 
criminal trafficking in the sex industry are 
all forms of forced labour. there are over 
12 million people currently in forced labour 
throughout the world, and over 2.4 million 
trafficked people. it is a global problem 
affecting both industrialized and developing 
countries, robbing workers of their basic 
rights and exploiting vulnerabilities.

this handbook aims to raise awareness of 
these issues and to examine them in the 
context of labour inspection, highlighting 
how labour inspectors can play an active role 
in the global fight against forced labour and 
human trafficking. it is designed for use in 
training seminars and as a reference book for 
policy development. it includes two adaptable 
training modules and a cd-rom containing 
relevant training materials. written in a clear 
and concise style, this handbook provides an 
accessible guide to enabling labour inspectors 
to help combat this complex and widespread 
problem.

2008 x+62 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-121321-5

paperback: price sw.frs.25

us$25

uk£12

€16

Combating Forced Labour:  
A Handbook for Employers 
and Business
forced labour is becoming an increasingly 
important issue for employers’ organizations 
and businesses. this handbook, addressed 
to a broad spectrum of business actors, pro-
vides practical tools and guidance material 
to enable employers to identify and prevent 
forced labour, and take remedial action where 
necessary. 

designed for practical use by the business 
community, the handbook consists of a range 
of booklets including background information, 
frequently asked questions, tips for taking 
action and individual case studies. small 
and medium-sized enterprises, as well as 
organizations within the broader community 
of csr will find this cross-sectoral approach 
useful. 

2008 7 booklets

ISbN 978-92-2-121712-1

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$35

uk£18

€23

Also available in Spanish
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A Guide to Worker 
Displacement
Some tools for reducing the impact on 
workers, communities and enterprises (update 
2009)

Gary Hansen

this guide is an update to the 2001 Guide 
to worker displacement that was published 
as a response to the asian financial crisis. 
the guide, drawing on experience primarily 
in north america and during the transition 
process in central and eastern europe, 
explores how enterprises, communities and 
workers can respond to the financial crisis 
and how to reduce potential job losses. this 
includes possible strategies for averting lay-
offs and promoting business retention by 
communities, enterprise managements and 
workers’ associations. the guide is primarily 
for use in industrialized and transition coun-
tries, and is aimed at helping policy-makers, 
employers and workers to develop appropriate 
responses that promote worker retention and 
employment during the recession.

2009 viii+78 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122103-6

paperback: price sw.frs.30

us$30

uk£16

€20

Building Rural Roads
Bjørn Johannessen

this manual offers best practice methods 
and resources in building rural roads. rural 
roads are an essential means of access to 
basic services such as education, health care, 
water supply and economic opportunities for 
the rural population. 

building good quality rural roads is a par-
ticular skill that requires proper planning, 
experienced supervision, good workmanship 
and the sustainable use of local resources 
as much as possible. the purpose of this 
manual is to provide technical staff ranging 
from site supervisors to engineers with a tech-
nical reference which details commonly used 
work methods and best practices for con-
structing rural roads. it describes all phases 
of works management from the initial stages 
of identification and design, through technical 
planning, work organization, works imple-
mentation procedures, site administration, 
to reporting and control.

2008 468 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120977-5

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$40

uk£27

€30

Ageing: Managing Diversity 
and Equality at the 
Workplace
training package on ageing

CD-rom

population ageing has raised economic and 
social issues for policy-makers and enter-
prises. employers’ organizations and their 
organizations can play an important role in 
addressing this issue by promoting the advan-
tages of employing older workers and taking 
action at the enterprise level. this training 
package on ageing is primarily designed for 
employers’ organizations and enterprises to 
assist them develop programmes and policies 
that create decent and productive conditions 
of work and employment that address older 
age workers in the workplace. it aims to 
suggest and demonstrate how the retention 
and recruitment of older workers can be an 
integral and compatible part of competitive 
and productive enterprise management. with 
a user-friendly structure delivering a range 
of information, activities, examples of good 
practices and other resources, this package 
can be used for both self-study and refer-
ence.

2008

ISbN 978-92-2-121017-7

price sw.frs.40

us$40

uk£25

€25

Trilingual English/French/Spanish
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Guiding Youth Careers
a handbook for those who help  
young job-seekers

the philippines, like the rest of the world, 
faces the challenge of curbing high unemploy-
ment rates among the youth. the reason for 
unemployment in this demographic is largely 
because young job-seekers are not sufficiently 
equipped with the necessary knowledge, atti-
tudes and skills before embarking on their job 
search. this handbook is aimed at counsellors 
whose interest is to guide and empower young 
people in the career exploration process. with 
this guide, counsellors have an effective tool 
to provide relevant and accessible information 
and guidance services that fit the needs of 
young people. 

designed for easy reference by trained pro-
fessionals as well as parents and peers, 
it includes useful internet links, articles 
about emotional and psychological aspects 
of job-searching as well as tips on looking 
at different career options such as entre-
preneurship. 

2008 xiii+114 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-120313-1

paperback: price sw.frs.15

us$15

uk£8

€10

Labour-Management 
Cooperation in SMEs:  
Forms and Factors 
Tayo Fashoyin, Emily Sims and Arturo Tolentino

enterprises that place a high priority on the 
safety and well-being of workers, respect their 
rights, and engage them fully in the production 
process are much better positioned to take on 
the challenges of global markets, increasing 
competition, and ever-more demanding cus-
tomers. this comprehensive study examines 
how the labour-management partnership can 
contribute to increased productivity and com-
petitiveness in small and medium enterprises 
in developing countries.

using case studies from botswana, kenya, 
nepal and the philippines as a basis, the 
volume fleshes out the existing knowledge 
with regards to recruitment, staffing, wages 
and compensation, appraisals, occupational 
safety and health, grievance procedures and 
other human resource management prac-
tices. it also examines the growing impor-
tance of labour-management cooperation in 
a globalizing world and highlights numerous 
“good practices” that have proven effective 
in small and medium-sized firms.

2006 141 pp.

ISbN 92-2-117413-1

paperback: price sw.frs.35

us$26.95

uk£15.95

€24 

Vocational Education and 
Training Institutions
a management handbook and CD-rom

Designed and edited by Vladimir Gasskov

effective public governance and management 
continue to be key to the vocational educa-
tion and training (Vet) sector. most countries 
operate large numbers of Vet institutions, 
which face an increasing demand for educa-
tion and training services and absorb a large 
share of their government budgets. although 
national Vet systems and institutions vary 
from country to country, all governments wish 
them to operate flexibly and cost-efficiently 
and to respond quickly to changes in the 
labour markets. 

their ability to do so is strongly determined by 
the degree of their management, financial and 
academic autonomy, as well as by the compe-
tence of their staff, to utilize this autonomy 
for the benefit of their stakeholders. 

based on systematically documented expe-
riences of Vet institutions’ managers from 
australia, new Zealand and the united 
kingdom, this handbook is not country 
specific but provides general approaches 
to the management of Vet institutions. it 
is accompanied by a cd-rom that provides 
summaries of national management practices 
in the Vet sector and of national policies, 
reports and legal documents, as well as real-
life management instruments applied by Vet 
institutions. 

2006 xx+346 pp.

ISbN 92-2-117104-3

paperback: price sw.frs.45

us$34.95

uk£19.95

€30

Also available in Spanish
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related
titles

Promoting Equity: Gender-Neutral 
Job Evaluation for Equal Pay
a step-by-step guide

2009 – vi+98 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-121538-7 •
sw.frs.35; us$30; uk£18; €23 •

Also available in Spanish

For full description, see page 22

Work and Family
managing diversity and 
equality at the workplace
training package on work and family
CD-rom

2008 •
isbn 978-92-2-121019-1 •
sw.frs.40; us$40; uk£20; €25 •

For full description, see page 23

Asian Decent Work Decade 
Resource Kit

2008 – 6 booklets + cd-rom •
isbn 978-92-2-121773-2 •
sw.frs.35; us$35; uk£18; €23 •

Skills Development Through 
Community Based Rehabilitation 
(CBR)
a good practice guide

2008 – x+122 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120108-3 •
sw.frs.30; us$27; uk£14; €20 •

Skills, Productivity and 
Employment Growth
the case of Latin america 
María Antonia Gallart

2008 – 112 pp. •
isbn 978-92-9088-237-9 •
sw.frs.15; us$15; uk£7.50; €10 •

Also available in Spanish

The Effective Employers’ 
Organization
a series of “hands-on” guides to 
building and managing effective 
employers’ organizations 
Set of 4 guides + 1 CD-rom

2006 •
isbn 92-2-117403-4 •
sw.frs.60; us$45; uk£27; €40 •

Restructuring for Corporate 
Success 
a socially sensitive approach
Edited by Nikolai Rogovsky 

2005 – vii+141 pp. •
isbn 92-2-115430-0 •
sw.frs.35; us$29.95; uk£15.95; €25 •

Making Insurance Work for 
Microfinance Institutions
a technical guide to developing and delivering 
microinsurance

Craig Churchill, Dominic Liber, Michael McCord 
and James Roth

this how-to manual guides managers of 
microfinance institutions (mfis) through 
the complexities of offering basic insurance 
products, either on their own or in partner-
ship with an insurance company. insurance is 
one solution to help low-income households 
and microfinance institutions to manage 
risks, but it is not the only solution and it 
is not always the best solution. this manual 
helps determine whether it is appropriate 
to offer insurance, which type of insurance 
product(s) to offer, and through what insti-
tutional structure.

this practical guide: 

•  covers the fundamentals of the insurance 
business, including benefit design, insur-
ance terms, pricing and controls 

•  presents the design of five basic, short-
term, credit-linked insurance policies, both 
mandatory and voluntary 

•  discusses outsourcing arrangements with 
formal insurance companies or skilled 
consultants 

•  looks at the financial management and 
operational integration of an insurance busi-
ness into a microfinance institution 

•  contains a useful glossary and a list of 
suggested reading.

2003 xxiii+260 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-113544-6

paperback: price sw.frs.50

us$35

uk£24.95

€35

KEY TExTBOOK
Management Consulting
a guide to the profession 

Fourth edition 

Edited by Milan Kubr

in praise of the fourth edition: 

“The consulting industry is going through 
profound changes. Practitioners and clients 
both need to be aware of these changes in 
order to ensure that client value continues to 
be delivered. Milan Kubr’s book management 
consulting: a guide to the profession is a 
great starting point to understanding the state 
of the industry and how it’s evolving.”

–wayne cooper, publisher of Management 
Consulting International and Consultants 
News, and ceo of kennedy information

“management consulting: a guide to the pro-
fession is the most comprehensive capture 
of the body of knowledge of management 
consulting. The text is the most thorough 
guide for those who want to develop the 
competence leading to certification in this 
profession.”

–e. michael shays, cmc, fimc, executive 
director, international council of manage-
ment consulting institutes, and chairman, 
institute of management consultants, united 
states

“It is the most complete book on all phases of 
management consulting I have come across... 
The book has a life beyond the course and 
former students tell me that it becomes a 
reference book after it has been used as a 
textbook.”

–dr. erik k. winslow, chairman, management 
science department, george washington 
university, usa 2003

2002 xxiii+904 pp.

ISbN 92-2-109519-3

Hardback: price sw.frs.120

us$85

uk£50

€90

Third edition available in French and Spanish
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Key Indicators of the Labour 
Market (KILM)
Sixth edition (includes CD-rom)

this valuable wide-ranging reference tool 
meets the ever-increasing demand for timely, 
accurate and accessible information on the 
rapidly changing world of work. now in its 
10th year, the Key Indicators of the Labour 
Market (KILM) offers the general user instant 
and uncomplicated access to data and anal-
ysis on the world’s labour markets. 

harvesting vast information from international 
data repositories and regional and national 
statistical sources, this important reference 
tool offers data for over 200 countries for the 
years 1980 through to the latest available 
subsequent year. the kilm is a collection of 
20 “key” indicators of the labour market that 
touch on employment and variables relating to 
employment (status, sector, hours, etc.), the 
lack of work and the characteristics of job-
seekers, education, wages and compensation 
costs, labour productivity and working poverty. 
taken together, the indicators give a strong 
foundation from which to begin addressing 
key questions related to productive employ-
ment and decent work.

with three formats available – publication, 
interactive software (cd-rom) and online 
database – accessing the country-level data 
for the 20 key labour market indicators as 
well as the descriptive text explaining the 
indicators’ use, definitions and basic trends is 
easier than ever. also available in the kilm 
manuscripts are the latest world and regional 
estimates of labour force participation rates, 
employment-to-population ratios, status in 
employment, employment by sector, unem-
ployment and youth unemployment rates, 
inactivity rates, employment elasticities and 
working poverty. this edition also looks spe-
cifically at the current economic crisis.

January 2010 900 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-122684-0

price sw.frs.275

us$250

uk£160

€180
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Key Indicators of the Labour 
Market (KILM) CD-Rom
Sixth edition

this valuable, wide-ranging reference tool 
meets the ever-increasing demand for timely, 
accurate and accessible information on the 
rapidly changing world of work. the design 
of the kilm interactive software, available in 
english, french and spanish, allows users to 
customize their searches by any combination 
of indicator, economy, year, data inputs or 
other specific research needs. the easy-to-use 
format makes searching for relevant infor-
mation on 20 key labour market indicators 
quick and simple.

chapter 1 highlights “key issues” relating 
to the world’s labour markets while demon-
strating how labour market information is 
used to analyse labour market issues and to 
guide policy recommendations. this edition 
looks specifically at the current economic 
crisis, with an initial assessment of labour 
market recovery prospects over the medium-
term, in addition to updates of the estimates 
and projections of unemployment, vulnerable 
employment and working poverty for 2009 
(section a). the other two sections offer 
equally interesting and relevant research in 
the area of labour market information. the 
two together go a long way toward promoting 
the importance of labour market information 
and analysis for measuring progress toward 
the first millennium development goal (mdg) 
target to “achieve full and productive employ-
ment and decent work for all, including 
women and young people”.

September 2009

ISbN 978-92-2-022686-5

price sw.frs.100

us$90

uk£60

€70

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics, 2009
time series

since its first edition in 1935–36, the Year-
book of Labour Statistics has established 
itself as the world’s foremost work of statis-
tical reference on labour questions, bringing 
together in systematic form a mass of data 
from a vast network of authoritative sources 
of information in some 190 countries.

data are published, wherever possible, 
according to the latest versions of the fol-
lowing international standard classifications: 
international standard industrial classifica-
tion of all economic activities (isic), revision 
3; international standard classification of 
occupations (isco-88); international clas-
sification of status in employment (icse-93) 
and the international standard classification 
of education (isced), 1976.

time series contains 31 tables corresponding 
to nine major substantive chapters on eco-
nomically active population, employment, 
unemployment, hours of work, wages, labour 
cost, consumer prices, occupational injuries, 
and strikes and lockouts.

the series usually covers the preceding ten 
years.

November 2009 xvi+1490 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-022238-6*

paperback: price sw.frs.290

us$275

uk£140

€195

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

also available on CD-rOm – Windows version:

Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 2009
Sources and methods: Labour 
Statistics, Volumes 1–10
CD-rOm
English only

For full details, see Related Titles
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related
titles

Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 
2009
Sources and methods:  
Labour Statistics, Volumes 1–10
CD-rom – Windows version

november 2009 •
isbn 978-92-2-122241-5* •
 Single-user • : 
sw.frs.290; us$275; uk£140; €195
 Multi-user: •  
sw.frs.435; us$415; uk£210; €290

English only

For full description,  
see Subscriptions 2010, page 30 

Occupational Wages and Hours of 
Work and Retail Food Prices
Statistics from the ILO 
October Inquiry, 2009
CD-rom – Windows version

october 2009 •
isbn 978-92-2-022243-0* •
 Single-user: •  
sw.frs.100; us$95; uk£45; €65
 Multi-user: •  
sw.frs.150; us$145; uk£65; €100

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

For full description,  
see Subscriptions 2010, page 31

Occupational Injuries Statistics 
from Household Surveys and 
Establishment Surveys
an ILO manual on methods
Karen Taswell and Peter Wingfield-Digby

2008 – x+186 pp. •
isbn 978-92-2-120439-8 •
sw.frs.55; us$45; uk£25; €35 •

Consumer Price Index Manual
theory and practice 

2004 – 700 pp. •
isbn 92-2-113699-x •
sw.frs.200; us$125; uk£79.95; €130 •

International Training 
Compendium on Labour Statistics
Statistics of employment, 
unemployment, underemployment: 
economically active population
module 1

2003 – 121 pp. •
isbn 92-2-115385-1 •
sw.frs.35; us$26.95; uk£15.95; €23 •

Measuring the Non-Observed 
Economy
a handbook 
module 1

2002 – 310 pp. •
isbn 92-6419-745-1 •
sw.frs.80; us$50; uk£32.95; €55 •

Also available in French

Co-edited by the OECD and the ILO

Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics, 2009
Country profiles

Country profiles introduces a new format 
showing the latest available statistics (without 
time series) on each of the topics listed in 
the Yearbook of Labour Statistics 2009, 
Time series for each of over 200 countries, 
areas and territories, and also includes global 
and regional estimates on the economically 
active population, employment and unem-
ployment.

data with monthly, quarterly or half-yearly fre-
quency relating to general series on employ-
ment, unemployment, hours of work, wages 
and consumer price indices are published in 
the Bulletin of Labour Statistics. 

November 2009 xxii+510 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-022239-3*

paperback: price sw.frs.200

us$190

uk£90

€130

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Special offer for both titles:
Time series + Country profiles

ISbN 978-92-2-022240-9*

price sw.frs.390

us$375

uk£185

€260

* You will be registered to receive automatic 
notification of new editions

Occupational Wages and 
Hours of Work and Retail 
Food Prices
Statistics from the ILO October Inquiry, 
2009

“The worldwide annual survey of wages and 
hours of work”

this volume presents the latest results of 
the ilo october inquiry, a worldwide survey 
of wages and hours of work relating to 159 
occupations in 49 industry groups and of 
retail prices of 93 food items, conducted 
with reference to the month of october each 
year. initiated in 1924 to give effect to a 
resolution of the first international confer-
ence of labour statisticians (1923), it has 
been conducted regularly ever since. a major 
revision and expansion of the inquiry was 
introduced in october 1985.

the occupations and industry groups covered 
comprise, as far as possible, those which are 
important in terms of the number of persons 
employed in them, those which fall within 
the scope of ilo industrial committees and 
similar bodies and those which are important 
in terms of employment of certain types of 
workers (such as women, salaried employees 
and so on). the food items covered are, to the 
extent possible, representative of the dietary 
habits in countries throughout the world.

October 2009 xiv+272 pp.

ISbN 978-92-2-022242-3*

paperback: price sw.frs.85

us$80

uk£40

€55

Trilingual English/French/Spanish 

also available on CD-rOm – Windows version:

Occupational Wages and Hours  
of Work and Retail Food Prices
Statistics from the ILO October 
Inquiry, 2009 
CD-rOm
Trilingual English/French/Spanish

For full details, see Related Titles
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Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics
time series 

since its first edition in 1935–36, the Year-
book of Labour Statistics has established 
itself as the world’s foremost work of statis-
tical reference on labour questions, bringing 
together in systematic form a mass of data 
from a vast network of authoritative sources 
of information in some 190 countries.

data are published, wherever possible, 
according to the latest versions of the 
follow ing international standard classifica-
tions: international standard industrial class- 
ification of all economic activities (isic), 
revision 3; international standard class-
ification of occupations (isco-88); inter - 
national classification of status in employment  
(icse-93) and the international standard 
classification of education (isced), 1976.

Time series contains 31 tables corresponding 
to nine major substantive chapters on eco-
nomically active population, employment, 
unemployment, hours of work, wages, labour 
cost, consumer prices, occupational injuries, 
and strikes and lockouts. 

the series usually covers the preceding ten 
years.

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published annually 

2010

ISSN 0084-3857

paperback: price sw.frs.290

us$275

uk£140

€195

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics
Country profiles 

first published in 2006, Country profiles 
offers a new format showing the latest avail-
able statistics (without time series) on the 
topics of economically active population, 
employment, unemployment, hours of work, 
wages, labour cost, consumer prices, occupa-
tional injuries, and strikes and lockouts, for 
over 200 countries, areas and territories. 

it also includes a supplement with global 
and regional estimates on the economically 
active population, employment and unem-
ployment.

data are published, wherever possible, 
according to the latest versions of the inter-
national standard classifications such as isic, 
isco, icse, and isced.

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published annually

2010

ISSN 0084-3857

paperback: price sw.frs.200

us$190

uk£90

€130

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics CD-Rom 
comprising the world’s foremost work of sta-
tistical references on labour questions, this 
cd-rom contains

•  the complete time series for the statistics 
shown in the Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 
Time series; 

•  the latest available statistics in a new 
format as shown in the Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics, Country profiles; 

•  ten volumes of the series Sources and 
Methods: Labour Statistics which comple-
ment the explanations given in the Year-
book tables; 

and provides access to a full range of data 
and metadata not included in the printed 
versions.

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published annually 

2010 Windows version

issn 1814-7968

Single-user: price sw.frs.290

us$275

uk£140

€195

multi-user: price sw.frs.435

us$415

uk£210

€290

Available in English
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Bulletin of Labour Statistics
Published twice a year, the Bulletin of 
Labour Statistics complements the latest 
available annual data shown in the Yearbook 
of Labour Statistics, Time series with monthly 
or quarterly series on the following subjects: 
general level of employment; employment in 
non-agricultural activities and employment 
in manufacturing; numbers and percent-
ages of unemployment; average number of 
hours worked in non-agricultural activities 
and in manufacturing; average earnings or 
wage rates in non-agricultural activities and 
in manufacturing; consumer price general 
indices and food indices. 

the Bulletin also includes articles of pro-
fessional interest to labour statisticians. 
such articles present the work carried out 
to improve the quality and international com-
parability of labour statistics.

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published bi-annually 

2010

ISSN 0007-4950

paperback: price sw.frs.135

us$125

uk£60

€85

Trilingual English/French/Spanish

Occupational Wages and 
Hours of Work and Retail 
Food Prices
Statistics from the ILO October Inquiry

“Indispensable for international comparisons 
of occupational wages and occupational wage 
structures and differentials in a wide range 
of countries.”

– derek robinson, emeritus fellow, 
magdalen college, oxford, formerly 
chairman, uk social science research 
council

a vital reference source for anyone interested 
in conditions of work and life, this trilingual 
publication provides detailed information on 
wages, hours of work and food prices. 

published annually, Occupational Wages 
and Hours of Work and Retail Food Prices 
presents data on 159 occupations in 49 
industry groups, and the retail prices of 93 
food items, thus offering an indispensable 
statistical resource for international compari-
sons of wages, hours of work and prices. 

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published annually

2010

ISSN 1020-0134

paperback: price sw.frs.85

us$80

uk£40

€55

Trilingual English/French/Spanish
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to place 
your order locally, 
see pages 36–39

fax: (+41) 
022 799 6938

pubvente@ilo.org
www.ilo.org/publns

Occupational Wages and 
Hours of Work and Retail 
Food Prices CD-Rom
Statistics from the ILO October Inquiry

providing over 25 years of detailed informa-
tion on wages and hours of work for selected 
occupations (1983–2009) and retail prices 
of selected food items (1985–2009), this 
cd-rom is a comprehensive, easy-to-use, 
reference tool. it presents data on 159 occu-
pations in 49 industry groups, and the retail 
prices of 93 food items, offering an indis-
pensable statistical resource for international 
comparisons of wages and prices.

audience: labour statisticians; specialists 
in labour market policy; economists; govern-
ments; employers’ and workers’ organizations; 
researchers.

Frequency: published annually

2010 Windows version 

ISSN 1816-9805

Single-user: price sw.frs.100

us$95

uk£45

€65

multi-user: price sw.frs.150

us$145

uk£65

€100

Trilingual English/French/Spanish



Official Bulletin
available as two series of documents, the 
ilo’s Official Bulletin is comprised of: 

Series a: information on the activities of the 
ilo, texts (conventions, recommendations 
and resolutions) adopted by the international 
labour conference and other official docu-
ments. 

Series b: reports of the committee on 
freedom of association of the governing body 
of the ilo and related material. since its 
creation in 1950, the committee on freedom 
of association has examined over 2,700 com-
plaints relating to violations of freedom of 
association.

audience: specialists in labour market 
policy; lawyers; researchers; labour minis-
tries; governments; employers’ and workers’ 
organizations; anyone interested in labour 
and employment issues.

Frequency: each series published three 
times a year

2010 Series A and B

ISSN: Series a issn 0378-5882

ISSN: Series b issn 0378-5890

paperback: price sw.frs.170

us$160

uk£85

€115

Available in English, French and Spanish

Documents of the 
International Labour 
Conference
99th Session, 2010

the international labour conference is the 
world’s largest gathering of governments, 
employers and workers. it meets every June 
in geneva bringing together approximately 
4,000 delegates from the ilo’s 183 member 
states. each country is represented by a tri-
partite delegation consisting of government, 
employer and worker representatives. 

the documents include reports and the 
record of proceedings, prepared for each 
item on the agenda of the annual session 
of the international labour conference, often 
called an international parliament of labour. 
this set of 14 to 18 reports comprises social 
and labour questions presented each year 
to the international labour conference by 
the director-general of the ilo, information 
concerning the programme and budget and 
other financial and administrative questions 
of the ilo, the report of the committee of 
experts on the application of conventions and 
recommendations, and many other reports 
regarding social progress in the world.

audience: specialists in labour market 
policy; lawyers; researchers; labour minis-
tries; governments; employers’ and workers’ 
organizations; anyone interested in labour 
and employment issues.

Frequency: One set of documents annually 
(14 to 18 volumes)

2010

ISSN 0074-6681

paperback: price sw.frs.515

us$490

uk£245

€340

Available in English, French and Spanish
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Judgments of the 
Administrative Tribunal  
of the ILO
this series is a compilation of the judg-
ments handed down by the administrative 
tribunal of the international labour organi-
zation (ilo). 

this body hears complaints from serving and 
former officials of the international labour 
office or one of the other international organi-
zations that recognizes its jurisdiction.

the 2010 subscription includes the 108th 
session (october 2009 – february 2010) 
and the 109th session (april – July 2010) 
of the judgments.

audience: lawyers; employers’ and workers’ 
organizations; governments; researchers; 
policy-makers; labour ministries.

Frequency: published bi-annually 

2010

ISSN 0378-7362

paperback: price sw.frs.90

us$85

uk£45

€60

Available in English and French

to place 
your order locally, 
see pages 36–39

fax: (+41) 
022 799 6938

pubvente@ilo.org
www.ilo.org/publns



Combined Subscription 
Packages
for customers interested in subscribing to 
a selection of ilo products, please note 
that there are four different combined 
subscription packages available, allowing 
discounts up to 35%. 

Combined 
subscription C/A

Sw.frs.570; uS$540;  
uK£265; €370

includes 4 items: Occupational Wages and 
Hours of Work and Retail Food Prices 
+ Yearbook of Labour Statistics, Time 
series + Yearbook of Labour Statis-

tics, Country profiles + Bulletin of 
Labour Statistics

Combined 
subscription 

C/B
Sw.frs.500; uS$475;  

uK£235; €330

includes 3 items: Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics, Time series + Yearbook of 

Labour Statistics, Country pro-
files + Bulletin of Labour 

Statistics

Combined 
subscription C/C

Sw.frs.965; uS$915;  
uK£460; €640

includes 7 items: Occupational Wages and 
Hours of Work and Retail Food Prices + Year-
book of Labour Statistics, Time series + Year-
book of Labour Statistics, Country profiles + 
Bulletin of Labour Statistics + Official Bul-

letin + Judgments of the Administrative 
Tribunal of the ILO + Documents of 

the International Labour Con-
ference

Combined 
subscription C/D
Sw.frs.390; uS$370; 

uK£185; €260

includes 2 items: Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics, Time series + Yearbook 
of Labour Statistics, Country 

profiles

save

20%

save

20%

save

35%

save

20%

     

Discount for  
developing countries
customers from developing countries can 
benefit from special discounts on the regular 
prices indicated in this catalogue and may 
be able to pay in local currency through an 
ilo field office. please contact your local 
ilo field office, distributor or bookseller  
(see pages 36–39) or email us at  
pubvente@ilo.org for more information.

Nota bene
subscriptions are binding for one calendar year (1 January – 31 december). subscription products 
are shipped ordinary mail free of charge. airmail and registered mail are charged extra. claims for 
undelivered copies of periodicals must be made immediately on receipt of the following issue. the 
pound sterling (uk£) rates apply in the uk, the dollar (us$) rates in the usa and the euro (€) rates 
in the eu only. in all other countries, the swiss franc (sw.frs.) rates or the equivalent in convertible 
currencies are applicable.

How to order
orders may be placed through major book-
sellers, subscription agencies, ilo field 
offices in many countries or sent to: 

ilo publications,  
international labour office,  
ch-1211 geneva 22,  
switzerland

fax: +41 (0) 22 799 6117  
email: pubvente@ilo.org  
web: www.ilo.org/publns

ILO Insight
Online Subscription Service

“MyiLibrary compares positively with 
other database offerings in providing 
access to the most authoritative scien-
tific, technical, medical, information, and 
reference publishers. But it is the unique 
collection of electronic documents from 
the IGOs that puts it on the frontlines 
of credible and critical information so 
needed and so sought in the ferment 
of global change.”

–solinet solutions (southeastern library 
network) newsletter, July 2005, usa

this unique e-collection of over 1700 
new and backlist titles includes:

• Books and monographs 

• Official documents of the  
 international labour conference 

• Complete text of Conventions  
 and recommendations 

• Reports 

• Guidelines 

• Codes of practice

Sign up for a 30-day 
free trial!

For more information, 
visit www.myilibrary.com

Contact:
nadine prowse
coutts library services
headlands business park
salisbury road
ringwood
hampshire bh24 3pb
tel: +44 (0) 1425 471160
fax: +44 (0) 1425 471525
web: www.couttsinfo.com
email: ebooks@couttsinfo.com

Or, alternatively please contact:

elvira lesaffre
ilo publications
international labour office
4, route des morillons
ch-1211 geneva 22
fax: +41 (0) 22 799 6938
email: lesaffre@ilo.org
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fax: (+54 11) 4393 7062 
email: buenosaires@oit.org.ar 

JCV LIBROS 
avenida cordoba 1785, local 7 
c1055aah buenos aires 
tel: (+54 11) 4815 8156 
fax: (+54 11) 4815 8156 
e-mail: juancavaz@yahoo.com  

AUSTRALIA 
ILO Publications 
international labour office 
route des morillons 4 
ch-1211 geneva 22 
fax: (+41) 022 799 6938 
email: pubvente@ilo.org 
www.ilo.org/publns
 
ILO Office in Suva 
fnpf place, 8th floor 
343-359 Victoria parade 
p.o. box 14500 
suva 
tel: (+679) 331 3866 
fax: (+679) 330 0248 
email: suva@ilo.org

AUSTRIA 
Schweitzer Sortiment 
canovagasse 7/6 
1010 wien 
tel: (+43 1) 504 1675 
fax: (+43 1) 504 1675 
email: wien@schweitzer-online.at 
www.schweitzer-online.at

BANGLADESH 
ILO Area Office in Dhaka 
house 12, road 12 
dhanmondi r.a. 
g.p.o. box 2061 
dhaka 1209 
tel: (+880 2) 811 4705 
fax: (+880 2) 811 4211 
email: dhaka@ilodhaka.org 

BELGIUM 
Bureau de l’OIT pour l’Union européenne   
et le Benelux 
rue aimé smekens 40 
1030 bruxelles 
tel: (+32 2) 736 5942 
fax: (+32 2) 735 4825 
email: brussels@ilo.org

Editions Bruylant-Academia SA 
grand place 29 
1348 louvain la neuve 
tel: (+32 10) 45 23 95 
fax: (+32 10) 45 44 80 
email: academia.bruylant@skynet.be 
www.academia-bruylant.be

BRAZIL 
Escritório da OIT no Brasil 
sen lote 35 
brasília - df 70800-400 
tel: (+55 61) 2106 4600 
fax: (+55 61) 3322 4352 
email: vendas@oitbrasil.org.br

CAMEROON 
Bureau de l’OIT à Yaoundé 
boîte postale no. 13 
yaoundé 
tel: (+237) 220 5044 
fax: (+237) 220 2906 
email: emac@ilo.org 

CANADA 
Renouf Publishing Company Ltd. 
1-5369 canotek road 
ottawa, on k1J 9J3 
tel: (+1 613) 745 2665 
fax: (+1 613) 745 7660 
email: order.dept@renoufbooks.com 
www.renoufbooks.com

Les Editions La Liberté Inc. 
3020 chemin sainte-foy 
sainte-foy, Québec g1x 3V6 
tel: (+1 418) 658 3763 
fax: (+1 418) 658 3763 
email: liberte@mediom.qc.ca 

CHILE 
Oficina Subregional de la OIT para el Cono 
Sur de América Latina  
av. dag hammarskjold 3177 
Vitacura  
santiago 
tel: (+56 2) 580 5500 
anexo-interno 580-5537 
telefax: (+56 2) 580 5580 
email: ventas@oitchile.cl

CHINA & MONGOLIA 
ILO Office in Beijing 
1-10 tayuan diplomatic office building 
14 liangmahe nanlu 
chao yang district 
beijing 100600 
tel: (+86 10) 6532 5091 
fax: (+86 10) 6532 1420 
email: beijing@ilobj.org.cn
 
CNPIEC(Book and Serials Dept.) 
16 gongti east road 
beijing 100020 
tel: (+86 10) 6586 6990 
www.cnpbook.com
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 

yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

COLOMBIA 
GLARP-IIPD (Grupo Latinoamericano para la 
Participación, la Integración y la Inclusión 
de las Personas con Discapacidad) 
calle 85 no. 18-32, oficina 402, edificio 
seguros atlas 
Zona postal 8, antiguo country 
apartado aereo 56208 
bogotá 
tel: (+57 1) 608 2255 
fax: (+57 1) 635 36 26 / 635 38 36 
email: glarp@cable.net.co 

CONGO 
Bureau de l’OIT à Kinshasa 
building losonia (nations unies),  
3ème étage 
boulevard du 30 Juin 
boîte postale 7248 
kinshasa i 
tel: (+243) 817 006 113 
email: kama@ilo.org

COSTA RICA 
Oficina de la OIT para Centroamérica, 
Panamá y República Dominicana 
ofiplaza del este, edificio b, 3er piso 
barrio betania/montes de oca 
apartado postal 502-2050 
montes de oca 
tel: (+506) 2207 8700 
fax: (+506) 2224 2678 
email: sanjose@oit.or.cr

CÔTE D’IVOIRE 
Bureau régional de l’OIT pour l’Afrique 
boulevard lagunaire 
commune du plateau 
01 b.p. 3960 
abidjan 01 
tel: (+225) 2031 8900 
fax: (+225) 2021 2880 
email: abidjan@ilo.org

DENMARK 
Bierman & Bierman ApS 
Vestergade 126 
7200 grindsted 
tel: (+45) 7532 0288 
fax: (+45) 7532 1548 
email: mail@bierman.dk

EGYPT 
ILO Office in Cairo 
9, dr. taha hussein street 
Zamalek 
11211 cairo 
tel: (+20 2) 399 9327 
fax: (+20 2) 736 0889 
email: cairo@ilo.org

THE MIDDLE EAST READERS’ INFORMATION 
CENTER (MERIC) 
2 bahgat aly street, el-masri towers 
building d 
first floor,appartment 24, Zamalek 
cairo 
tel: (+20 2) 7353818 

ILO FIELD OFFICES, DISTRIBUTORS AND SALES AGENTS  
Payment in local currency can be made through the 
following:
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fax: (+20 2) 7369355 
email: info@mericonline.com 
www.mericonline.com

ETHIOPIA 
ILO Office in Addis Ababa 
africa hall, 6th floor 
menelik ii avenue 
po box 2788 or 2532 
addis ababa 
tel: (+251 11) 544 44 80 
fax: (+251 11) 544 55 73 
email: addisababa@ilo.org

FIJI 
ILO Office in Suva 
fnpf place, 8th floor 
343-359 Victoria parade 
p.o. box 14500 
suva 
tel: (+679) 331 3866 
fax: (+679) 330 0248 
email: suva@ilo.org

FINLAND 
Akateeminen Kirjakauppa 
p.o. box 128 
keskuskatu 
100100 helsinki 
tel: (+358 9) 121 4430 
fax: (+358 9) 121 4242 
email: akatilaus@akateeminen.com 
www.akateeminen.com

FRANCE 
(see Switzerland)

GERMANY 
Internationale Arbeitsorganisation Vertretung 
in Deutschland 
iaa büro in berlin 
karlplatz 7 
10117 berlin 
tel: (+49 30) 280 926 68 
fax: (+49 30) 280 464 40 
email: berlin@ilo.org 

GREECE 
G.C. Eleftheroudakis SA 
17 panepistimiou street 
105 64 athens 
tel: (+30 210) 322 2255 
fax: (+30 210) 323 9821 
email: elebooks@netor.gr 

HONG KONG, SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
REGION, CHINA 
Swindon Book Co., Ltd. 
13-15 lock road 
tsimshatsui 
kowloon 
tel: (+852) 2366 8001 
fax: (+852) 2739 4975 
email: swindon@netvigator.com 
www.swindonbooks.com

SIN MIN CHU PUBLISHING CO. 
39 ma tau wai road,tower a 
hunghom commercial centre 
room 1015, hunghom 
kowloon 
tel: (+852) 334 9327 
fax: (+852) 765 8471 
email: sinminc5@netvigator.com 
www.sinminchu.com.hk

STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

HUNGARY 
ILO Office in Budapest 
mozsar utca 14 
pf 936 
1386 budapest 
tel: (+36 1) 301 49 00 
fax: (+36 1) 353 36 83 
email: budapest@ilo.org 

LIBROTRADE KFT 
pesti út 237 
p.o. box 126 
1656 budapest 
tel: (+36 1) 257 7777 
fax: (+36 1) 258 1463 
email: books@librotrade.hu 
www.librotrade.hu

ICELAND 
Bóksala Stúdenta 
háskóla islands 
101 reykjavík 
tel: (+354 1) 61 59 61 
fax: (+354 1) 62 02 56

INDIA 
ILO Area Office in New Delhi 
theatre court (3rd floor) 
india habitat centre 
lodi road 
new delhi 110 003 
tel: (+91 11) 2460 2101/06 
fax: (+91 11) 2460 2111 
email: delhi@ilo.org

INDONESIA 
ILO Office in Jakarta 
Jalan m.h.thamrin 14 
p.o. box 1075 
Jakarta 10010 
tel: (+62 21) 391 31 12 
fax: (+62 21) 310 07 66 
email: jakarta@ilo.org

IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF 
Kowkab Publishers 
p.o. box 19575-511 
teheran 
tel: (+98 21) 258 3723 
fax: (+98 21) 258 3723 
email: info@kowkabpublishers.com 
www.kowkabpublishers.com

IRELAND 
TSO, The Stationery Office 
po box 29 
norwich nr3 1gn 
tel: (+44 870) 600 5522  
fax: (+44 870) 600 5533 
email: book.enquiries@tso.co.uk 
www.tso.co.uk/bookshop

ITALY 
International Labour Office 
ufficio per l’italia 

Via panisperna 28 
Villa aldobrandini 
00184 rome 
tel: (+39 06) 678 4334 
fax: (+39 06) 679 2197 
email: rome@ilo.org

JAPAN 
ILO Branch Office in Tokyo 
the united nations building, 8th floor 
53-70 
Jingumae 5-chome, shibuya-ku  
tokyo 150-0001 
tel: (+81 3) 5467 2701 
fax: (+81 3) 5467 2700 
email: tokyo@ilo.org
 
Kinokuniya Company Ltd. 
p.o. box 55 chitose 
tokyo 156-8691 
tel: (+81 3) 3439 0124 
fax: (+81 3) 3439 1094 
www.kinokuniya.co.jp
 
Maruzen Company Ltd 
p.o. box 5050 
tokyo international 100-3191 
tel: (+81 3) 3272 3884 
fax: (+81 3) 3272 3923 
www.maruzen.co.jp

KENYA 
Advisory Support, Information Services and 
Training for Labour-based Infrastructure 
Programme (ILO/ASIST) 
p.o. box 39493 
nairobi 
tel: (+254 2) 271 3028 
fax: (+254 2) 271 0083 
email: asist@itdg.or.ke

KOREA, DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC OF 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

KUWAIT 
ILO Country Representative Office in Kuwait 
dasman, ibn misbah street 
6th floor, flat 65 
p.o. box 27966 safat 
13140 kuwait 
tel: (+965) 243 87 67 
fax: (+965) 240 09 31 
email: ilokuwait@ilo.org

LEBANON 
ILO Regional Office for Arab States 
kantari, Justinian street 
aresco center, 12th floor 
p.o. box 11-4088 
riad el solh beirut 11072150 
tel: (+961 1) 75 24 00 
fax: (+961 1) 75 24 05 
email: beirut@ilo.org
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LUxEMBOURG
(see Belgium)

MADAGASCAR 
Bureau de l’OIT à Antananarivo 
maison commune des nations unies 
rue dr. raseta 
galaxy andraharo 
route de majunga 
antananarivo 101 
tel: (+261 20) 23 300 92 
fax: (+261 20) 23 300 87 
email: antananarivo@ilo.org

MALAYSIA 
MDC Book Distributors SDN BHD 
mdc building, 2717 & 2718 
Jalan permata empat,taman permata 
ulu kelang 
53300 kuala lumpur 
tel: (+60 3) 41086600 
fax: (+60 3) 41081506 
email: inquiries@mdcbd.com.my 
www.mdcppd.com.my
 
University of Malaya 
cooperative bookshop ltd. 
Jalan pantai baru 
p.o. box 1127 
59700 kuala lumpur 
tel: (+60 3) 756 5000 
fax: (+60 3) 755 4424 
email: umkoop@tm.net.my
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

MExICO 
Oficina de la OIT en la Ciudad de México 
darwin no.31 
colonia anzures 
11590 mexico d.f. 
tel: (+52) 5250 3224 
fax: (+52) 5250 8892 
email: mexico@oit.org.mx
 
Mundi-Prensa México, s.a. de C.V. 
rio pánuco, 141 
col. cuauhtémoc 
06500 mexico, d.f. 
tel: (+52) 5533 5658 
fax: (+52) 5514 6799 
email: mundiprensa@mundiprensa.com.mx 
www.mundiprensa.com

NEPAL 
ILO Activities Office in Kathmandu 
dhobighat, lalitpur  
p.o. box 8971 
kathmandu 
tel: (+977 1) 553 6111 
fax: (+977 1) 555 0714 
email: kathmandu@ilo.org

NETHERLANDS 
Roodveldt Import b.v. 
nieuwe hemweg 50 

1013 cx amsterdam 
tel: (+31 20) 622 8035 
fax: (+31 20) 625 5493 
email: ilo@roodveldt.nl

NEW ZEALAND 
ILO Publications 
international labour office 
route des morillons 4 
ch-1211 geneva 22 
fax: (+41) 022 799 6938 
email: pubvente@ilo.org 
www.ilo.org/publns
 
ILO Office in Suva 
fnpf place, 8th floor 
343-359 Victoria parade 
p.o. box 14500 
suva 
tel: (+679) 331 3866 
fax: (+679) 330 0248 
email: suva@ilo.org

NIGERIA 
ILO Office in Abuja 
united nations house 
plot 617/618 
central area district 
pmb 2851 garki 
abuja 
tel: (+234 9) 461 85 58 
fax: (+234 9) 461 8503 
email: familoni@ilo.org

NORWAY 
Norli Import 
universitetsgaten 24 
0162 oslo 1 
tel: (+47 22) 42 91 35 
fax: (+47 22) 33 29 65 
email: import.a.m.j@norli.no 
www.norli.no
 
Akademika SA 
postboks 84 
blindern 
0314 oslo 3 
tel: (+47 22) 85 30 30 
fax: (+47 22) 85 30 45 
email: gnist.akademika@sio.uio.no 
www.akademika.no

PAKISTAN 
ILO Office in Islamabad 
ilo building 
g.5/2 (near state bank of pakistan) 
p.o. box 1047 
islamabad 
tel: (+92 51) 227 6456 
fax: (+92 51) 227 9181 
email: islamabad@ilo.org

PERU 
Oficina regional de la OIT para America 
Latina y el Caribe 
las flores 275 
p.o. box 14-124 
san isidro 
lima 14 
tel: (+51 1) 221 2565 
fax: (+51 1) 421 5292 
email: biblioteca@oit.org.pe

PHILIPPINES 
ILO Office in Manila 
19th floor, yuchengco tower  

rcbc plaza  
6819 ayala avenue  
p.o. box 4959 
1289 makati city 
tel: (+63 2) 580 99 00 
fax: (+63 2) 856 75 97  
email: manila@ilo.org
 
MegaTexts Phil. Inc. 
45 capitol west building 
don gil garcia cor. escario street 
6000 cebu city 
tel: (+63 32) 253 3391 
fax: (+63 32) 253 8694 
email: jean@igroupnet.com
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

PORTUGAL 
Dias & Andrade, Ltda 
livraria portugal 
rua do carmo 70-74 
caixa postal 2681 
1200 lisboa 
tel: (+351 21) 347 4982 
fax: (+351 21) 347 0264 
email: liv.portugal@mail.telepac.pt

RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
(for enquiries only) 
ILO Branch Office in Moscow 
petrovka 15, apt. 23 
107 031 moscow 
tel: (+7 095) 933 0810 
fax: (+7 095) 933 0820 
email: moscow@ilo.org

SAN MARINO 
(see Italy)

SENEGAL 
Bureau de l’OIT à Dakar 
rue el hadj amadou assane n’doye 22 
b.p. 414 
cp 18524 
dakar 
tel: (+221) 889 2989 
fax: (+221) 821 0956 
email: dakar-registry@ilo.org

SINGAPORE 
PG Books Pte Ltd 
402 orchard road 05 
20/21 delfi orchard 
singapore 238876 
tel: (+65) 23 52 682 
fax: (+65) 73 34 854 
email: pgbooks@magix.com.sg
 
Choice Texts (Asia) Pte. Ltd. 
7 kampong bahru road 
singapore 169342 
tel: (+65) 63 24 3616 
email: phillip@igroupnet.com
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
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block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

SOUTH AFRICA 
ILO Office in Pretoria 
347 hilda street 
corner arcadia st. 
hatfield 0083 
p.o. box 11694 
hatfield 0028 
pretoria 
tel: (+27 12) 818 8000 
fax: (+27 12) 818 8087 
email: pretoria@ilo.org

SPAIN 
(for enquiries only) 
Oficina OIT 
c/ alberto aguilera 
15 dpldo., 1°  
28015 madrid  
tél: (+34 91) 758 05 58 
fax: (+34 91) 547 44 22 
email: madrid@ilo.org 

DIAZ DE SANTOS SA 
calle albasanz, 2 
(esquina hermanos garcía noblejas, 21) 
28037 madrid 
tel: (+34 91) 743 4890 
fax: (+34 91) 743 4023 
email: madrid@diazdesantos.es 
www.diazdesantos.es

Diaz de Santos SA 
balmes 417-419 
08022 barcelona 
tel: (+34 93) 212 8647 
fax: (+34 93) 211 4991 
email: barcelona@diazdesantos.es 
www.diazdesantos.es

Mundi-Prensa Libros SA 
castelló 37 
28001 madrid 
tel: (+34 91) 4363700 
fax: (+34 91) 5753998 
email: pedidos@mundiprensa.es 
www.mundiprensa.com

SRI LANKA 
ILO Office in Colombo 
202-204, bauddhaloka mawatha 
p.o. box 1505 
colombo 7 
tel: (+94 11) 259 2525 
fax: (+94 11) 250 0865 
email: colombo@ilo.org

SWITZERLAND 
ILO Publications 
international labour office 
route des morillons 4 
1211 geneva 22 
fax: (+41) 022 799 6938 
email: pubvente@ilo.org 
www.ilo.org/publns

Planetis sarl 
chemin des pins 16 
1273 arzier 
tel: +41 (0)22 366 5177 
fax: +41 (0)22 366 5178 
email: info@planetis.ch

TAIWAN, CHINA 
Unifacmanu Trading Co. Ltd. 
4f, 91, section 1, ho-ping east road 
p.o. box 22-32 
taipei 10643 
tel: (+886 2) 23914280 
fax: (+886 2) 2394 3103 
email: unifacmu@ms34.hinet.net 
www.unifacmanu.com.tw
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

TANZANIA, UNITED REPUBLIC OF 
ILO Area Office in Dar es Salaam 
76/27 and 105/27 maktaba street 
p.o. box 9212 
dar es salaam 
tel: (+255 22) 212 6824 
fax: (+255 22) 212 6627 
email: daressalaam@ilo.org

THAILAND 
ILO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific 
11th floor, un building 
rajdamnern nok avenue 
p.o. box 2-349 
bangkok 10200 
tel: (+66 2) 288 1755 
fax: (+66 2) 280 1735 
email: bangkok@ilo.org 
 
STM Publishers Services PTE LTD 
mr.tony poh leong wah 
block 52, #12-19, choa chu kang north 6, 
yew mei green, 
singapore 689575 
tel: (+65) 6468 0818 
mobile: (+65) 9675 2581 
fax: (+65) 6310 8258 
email: leongwah@singnet.com.sg 
or: tonypoh@igroupnet.com

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
ILO Caribbean Office in Port-of-Spain 
11, st clair avenue 
p.o. box 1201 
port-of-spain 
tel: (+1 868) 628 1453/56 
fax: (+1 868) 628 2433 
email: portofspain@ilo.org

TUNISIA 
Maison Tunisienne de Documentation 
rue d’algérie 18 
boîte postale 742 
1000 tunis 
tel: (+216 1) 253 303 
fax: (+216 1) 333 592

TURKEY 
ILO Office in Ankara 
ferit recai ertugrul caddesi, no 4 
06450 oran 
ankara 
tel: (+90 312) 491 9890 
fax: (+90 312) 491 9945 
email: ankara@ilo.org

UNITED KINGDOM 
TSO, The Stationery Office 
p.o. box 29 
norwich nr3 1gn 
tel: (+44 870) 600 5522  
fax: (+44 870) 600 5533 
email: book.enquiries@tso.co.uk 
www.tso.co.uk/bookshop

UNITED STATES 
Renouf Publishing Company Ltd 
812 proctor avenue 
ogdensburg ny 13669-2205 
tel: toll-free in north america: (+1 888) 
551-7470 
fax: (+1 888) 568-8546 
email: orders@renoufbooks.com 
www.renoufbooks.com 

BROOKINGS INSTITUTION PRESS 
1775 massachusetts avenue, n.w. 
washington, d.c. 20036 
tel: (+1 202) 797-6311 
fax: (+1 202) 797-2960 
email: bibooks@brookings.edu 
www.bookstore.brookings.edu 
(carries selected ilo titles)

BERNAN ASSOCIATES 
4611-f assembly drive 
lanham, md 20706-4391 
tel: toll free: (+1 800) 274-4888 
fax: toll free: (+1 800) 865-3450 
local tel: (+1 301) 459-7666 
local fax: (+1 301) 459-0056 
email: query@bernan.com or 
email: order@bernan.com 
www.bernan.com 
(carries selected ilo titles)

URUGUAY 
CINTERFOR 
av. uruguay 1238 
casilla de correo 1761 
montevideo 
tel: (+598 2) 902 05 57 
fax: (+598 2) 902 13 05 
email: biblio@oitcinterfor.org  
www.cinterfor.org.uy

ZAMBIA 
ILO Office in Lusaka 
3rd floor, superannuation house 
ben bella road 
p.o. box 32181 
10101 lusaka 
tel: (+260 1) 22 80 71 
fax: (+260 1) 22 32 84 
e-mail: lusaka@ilo.org 

ZIMBABWE 
ILO Southern Africa Multidisciplinary 
advisory team (ilo/samat) 
8 arundel office park 
norfolk rd., mt. pleasant 
p.o. box 210 
harare 
tel: (+263 4) 36 98 05 
fax: (+263 4) 36 98 13 
email: harare@ilo.org
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ISbN title price Quantity tOtaL

Subtotal 

postage & Handling* 

tOtaL

YES ! please send me the following items as indicated above  
(please indicate desired quantity)

paymeNt by CreDIt CarD  Please charge my credit card (check one):

 Visa  mastercard  american express  diners

credit card no. 
& expiration date

SIGNature & Date (order not valid without signature)

    

  paymeNt by CHeQue  Cheque enclosed for:

(Remit in US$; Sw.frs. or €. Please include postage and handling charges as indicated below.* 
For Geneva, minimum order by cheque: Sw.frs.50; US$50; €40)

paymeNt by baNK traNSFer (Geneva only)

 in swiss francs (sw.frs.) • A/C: (240) C0-113055.2 
• IBAN CH60 0024 0240 C01130552
• SWIFT UBSWCHZH80A
• UBS S.A. Geneva

 in us dollars (us$) • A/C: (240) C0-113055.0
• IBAN CH17 0024 0240 C01130550
• SWIFT UBSWCHZH80A
• UBS S.A. Geneva

 in euros (€) • A/C: (240) C0-991221.4
• IBAN CH46 0024 0240 C09912214
• SWIFT UBSWCHZH80A
• UBS S.A. Geneva

pLeaSe SeND me a prO FOrma INVOICe
SIGNature & Date (order not valid without signature)

SHIppING aDDreSS    dr.   mr.   mrs.   ms 

• first name

• last name

• organization

• department

• address

• city    • post code

• country

• telephone   • fax:

• email

*For Europe and the Mediterranean: please add 10% for surface mail, 15% for air mail.  
For the rest of world: add 15% for surface mail, 25% for air mail.
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an ilo field office in your country or region. 
see pages 36–39 of this catalogue.

review copies
to request a copy for review in a trade 
publication or journal, please contact any 
one of the ilo field offices listed in this 
catalogue. see pages 36–39.

reproduction and translation rights
ilo publications
pub/droit
fax: +41 (0) 22 799 8578
email: pubdroit@ilo.org

prices
prices and publication dates are subject 
to alteration without notice. special prices 
for developing countries apply. email  
pubvente@ilo.org for more information.
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ABOUT THE ILO
Established in 1919, and since 1946 a specialized agency of the 
United Nations Organization, the International Labour Organization 
(ILO) has focused on workplace issues, actively seeking to create 
decent work for all – work which is freely chosen and performed in an 
environment of equity and human dignity. While promoting individual 
and collective rights at work, social protection and occupational safety 
and health, the ILO encourages social dialogue and supports an open 
and constructive industrial relations policy between governments, 
employers and workers.
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